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Regent nominees hail from Golden Triangle
4

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Although the veil of secrecy
has been partially lifted, no
appointment has been made
regarding a soon-to-be expired
six-year term on Murray State
University's board of regents.
David Grissom of Louisville,
Merwin Grayson of Covington
and Thomas A. Bunch of Lexington are the three individuals in
the running for the seat.
At its May 18 meeting, the
Higher Education Nominating
Committee, which consists of
seven members, agreed to recommend the three individuals to
Gov. Brereton Jones, who will
select one to fill the vacancy at
Murray State.
According to a spokeswoman

having the list for a month.
The new selection process was
established through legislation
passed by the 1992 General
Assembly and began in 1992.
Jones said the process assure,
the citizens of Kentuck) th..1
those who serve are of the h4:hest caliber and represent a ;:r0s
section of the state.

Grissom, Grayson and Bunch on list
for Michael Hammons, who is
the director of boards and commissions, 46 people have applied
for the seat currently held by former board chairman James Butts
of Fulton. His term on the board
expires July 1.
Butts declined to comment.
Grissom is the former CEO of
what used to be Citizens Fidelity
Bank, now called PNC Bank. He
owns Mayfair Capital and is a
,:urrrent member of the Centre
College board of trustees.
Grayson is president of Huntington Bank.
Grayson, 52, is a graduate of

the University of Kentucky. He
has ties to western Kentucky
because his wife is from Paducah
and two of his brothers and sisters attended MSU.
"It seems like my money and
my time go to higher education,"
Grayson said in an interview
Wednesday morning. "I've spent
about nine to 10 years on governing boards."
Grayson is currently on the
board of trustees at Thomas More
College and served as a regent at
Northern Kentucky University in
the 1980s.
Bunch is a financial

consultant/investor. He is a 1971
graduate of Murray State University and his wife, the former
Helen Williams, is a 1972 MSU
graduate.
The names of the individuals
were not released until June 20
after numerous phone calls from
a Ledger & Times reporter.
Attempts to obtain their resumes
from Hammons' office were
unsuccessful.
"Some of the nominees are just
uncomfortable with background
information being released at this
point," the spokeswoman for
Hammons said.

Ever since the MSU presidential search, which has been
described as a closed, secretive
process, withholding background
information has been a very sore
Norm Snider, director of comsubject for Murray State
munication services for the CounUniversity.
Jones even stepped in during cil on Higher Education, said
there is no deadline for filling the
the recent presidential search and
urged the regents to be more position.
"According to the system we
forthcoming with information
about the candidates.
are under, the governor has no
Last year Jones made 12 rigid deadline," he said. "In fact,
appointments to the state's eight the person who is on the board
university boards and the Council now will continue to serve until a
on Higher Education. He
• See Page 2
announced the appointments after

Hubbard could
get three years
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
federal prosecutor has recommended that former U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard serve a threeyear prison term and pay more
than S160,000 in restitution and
fines.
c Hubbard, who lost a bid for reelection two years ago in the 1st
District, faces sentencing June 30
m Washington D.C. after pleading guilty to money laundering
and other charges.
Hubbard's supporters have
been writing letters encouraging a
lenient sentence for the western
Kentucky Democrat. His doctor
says Hubbard is suffering mentally and physically from stress and
would be harmed by a prison
stay.
Hubbard pleaded guilty in
April to laundering campaign
funds through the House bank,
improperly requiring federal
employees to work for his wife's
congressional campaign and staging a burglary of his own office
to cover up the wrongdoing.
The maximum sentence for the
three counts of conspiracy, theft
of government property and
obstruction of justice is 20 years,
S750,000 in fines, as well as
restitution.
Prosecutor Thomas Eicher said

CARROLL HUBBARD
Wednesday the prison sentence
calculated for Hubbard by the
U.S. Probation Department under
federal guidelines is 33 to 41
months.
Eicher said he is recommending a sentence in the middle of
that range.
Hubbard's wife, Carol Brown
Hubbard, pleaded guilty to a
single count of aiding her husband in using public employees
to work on her unsuccessful campaign for the 5th Congressional

ALLISON MILLIKAN/Ledgef & T+rnes pno'o

Scouting Museum's Junior Outdoor Adventure camp
HEADIN` HIKING: Fourteen campers ages seven through nine participated in the National
nature trails at the Murray-Calloway County Park.
the
on
them
taking
before
safety
hiking
about
this week. Above, Rick Jobs talks to campers

IN See Page 2

Locals need fans Developers sue city for refunds
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Wanted: fans in good working conditions to be given to the
elderly.
Kathie Gentry, director of Need Line, said requests have come in
-for fans since dangerously hot weather has settled in the area.
Pat Elwell, from Continued Care Home Health Agency, said
nurses have mentioned to her that some of their patients have no air
conditioning or fans.
"And some elderly people are afraid to open their windows," she
said.
Gentry said fans can be dropped off at Need Line, located in the
George We,aks Community Center.
"If someone is suffering now, fans will definitely help," she said.
In addition, Gentry said Need Line is on a tight budget, but it
may be able to purchase some inexpensive air-conditioning units.
She said if individuals have working units they want to donate,
they can call Need Line and she will have them picked up.
Gentry said some type of air conditioning is vital to those with
respiratory problems.
Donna Herndon, director of the Calloway County Family
Resource Center, said "some very significant needs surfaced this
week."
She said families have been requesting air-conditioning units for
homes in which very sick children are living.
• See

Page
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By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Fourteen local developers and
corporations filed a lawsuit Wednesday against the City of Murray claiming it violated state law
when it refused to continue with
a refund policy.
The policy, which had been
used for approximately 10 years,
was remanded late last year.
Developers building subdivisions in the city and county
install water and sewer lines to
the city's specifications at their
own expense.
Before the policy was halted,
the city paid a prorated portion of
a "tap-on fee," which is paid by
homeowners, to the developers.

"I expect it will
end up in the Kentucky Supreme
Court."
Max Parker
(Attorney)
Cr lines.
The complaint quotes Kentucky Revised Statute 96.539, which
"provides a refund scheme
wherein applicants for new services pay the cost of extending
utility lines and are refunded portions of the cost as new customers connect to the line."
Parker said in a telephone
interview Thursday morning that
what the city has done is "not
only illegal, but unfair."

According to the lawsuit filed
in Calloway Circuit Court by
attorney Max Parker, the 14
plaintiffs have either paid cash or
in-kind service to the city for the
cost of extending water and sew-

"The developers pay the entire
cost and the city is not out one

dime and the city gets the tap-on
fee," he said, adding that tax
money is not involved in the
installation of utility lines.
Parker thinks the city uses the
tap-on fees as a way to get
money without raising taxes.
His interpretation of the statute
Is that developers are applicants
for new service, but said the city
disagrees.

"It will probably
cause the city to
reevaluate extending service...."
Don Overbey
(City Attorney)

sider subdivision developers in
City attorney Don Overbey
the same category.
said he thinks the statute applies
Because there is little case law
to homeowners who wish to have
this issue, Parker said he
on
city services extended to their
the case will invariably set
thinks
property, but in order to do so
precedent.
a
those lines must cross other prop"I expect it will end up in the
erty, which is deemed a nonSupreme Court," he
Kentucky
participating parcel.
said.
Overbey said if the nonOverbey said if the lawsuit is
participating parcel owner later
and the courts agree
successful
the
line,
the
to
wishes to tap on
it will impact
plaintiffs,
the
with
original owner who paid for the
in the state.
y
municipalit
every
a
reimbursed
is
line installation
prorated amount of the cost.
He said the city does not con- • See Page 2

BRIEFLY...
II The Houston Rockets did something
that neither the Oilers nor the Astros
have ever been able to do — bring a
major sports championship to the city.
The Rockets downed New York 90-84 in
the seventh game of the NBA Finals
Wednesday at the Summit.

MI The Murray City Council will meet
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the council
chambers of City Hall.
111 Southwest Elementary's Sit..
Based Council will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at the school. In addition, the
council is having a two-day *Irk session
today and Thursday.
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II Murray Middle School's SiteBased Council will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Room 109 of the school. Agenda
items include staffing report, transformation plan update, budget report and
council training.
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Legislators uphold two of Jones' three vetoes
nents said it actually saved
money for local schools by enabling students to stay in private
schools.
Estimates of the number of prisate school students range from
64.000 to 72,000, compared to
640,000 in public elementary and
secondary schools.
Opponents argued on financial
and legal grounds.
"This is the height of fiscal
irresponsibility," said Sen. Mike
Moloney, D-Lexington.
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow,
said there were no directions
about how the money would be
divided or where it would go. "1
think this is dangerous public
policy," Baker said.
Jones said in his veto message
he was not necessarily against

helping private schools cover the
costs of transporting students.
But he said the state does not
have enough money to cover the
needs of public education and
other areas. Further, he said the
appropriation included no directions on how the money should
he divided.
Supporters of the funding were
steamed at the veto.
Jane Chiles of the Catholic
Conference of Kentucky said the
administration gave no hint of its
impending decision. "We are
obviously being viewed as a potted plant on this," Chiles said.
Chiles acknowledged that a S2
million appropriation was only a
beginning for what private
schools want for a transportation
subsidy. "I won't argue that we

prison would harm Carroll Hubbard's "physical and emotional
health."
Fort said he found that Hubbard had "elevated liver
enzymes" and was clearly suffering from stress.
"The most disconcerting finding was the fact that his thought
process was quite disorganized.
This is a significant change from
what I observed in the time that 1
had watched him perform as a
U.S. representative," Fort's letter
said.
Eicher's recommendation
included a suggestion that the
court ignore the medical concerns
because prison doctors could
attend to Hubbard's needs.
Among those who wrote letters
on Carroll Hubbard's behalf were
U.S. Reps. Howard Coble,
R-N.C., and James Moran,
D-Va.; and James W. Hank, president of Hank Bros. hardware
store in Paducah.
Moran wrote, "Whatever

transgressions (the Hubbards)
may have committed, I believe
they were motivated by a desire
to continue their service to the
people of western Kentucky."
Carol Hubbard's attorney,
Abbe Lowell of Washington,
D.C., filed a statement with the
court asking that his client be
placed on probation and spared
from restitution or a fine.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
After 17 days, $680,000, untold
hours of negotiations, the special
General Assembly came down to
three vetoes.
The legislature voted Wednesday to sustain two of Gov. Brereton Jones' vetoes and override
one in order to direct $2 million
be spent each of the next two
ears to subsidize transportation
of private school students.
The vote to override Jones'
%et() of the subsidy was 26-11 in
the Senate and 59-29 in the
House.
Rep. Jim Yates, D-Louisville,
said the money was for protecting
students, not subsidizing private
or religious schools. Other propo-

•Hubbard...
FROM PAGE 1
District in eastern Kentucky.
Eicher recommended five years;
of probation, restitution totaling
S26,922, a fine of at least S1,000
and community service for Carol
Brown Hubbard.
Both Hubbards are scheduled
to be sentenced the same day in
U.S. District Court in the District
of Columbia.
A Paducah doctor, Darrell
Fort, wrote a letter saying that

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

won't be back and looking for an
increase," Chiles said.
She said a study that placed the
cost of private school transportation at S9 million to $13 million
was high. "We think 9 would
definitely get the job done,"
Chiles said.
The House failed to override
Jones' veto of a provision in the
budget that would have required
legislative approval for spending
money from the budget reserve
trust fund, except for S30 million
that could be spent in the event
of a revenue shortfall.
"There is a danger that money
would be taken from the budget
reserve trust fund for purposes
other than a shortfall," said Rep.

Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville, expenditure for legislative
the chairman of the Appropria- expenses," he said.
tions and Revenue Committee.
The final veto was of a proviThe vote to override was
sion that would have forced fed31-56. A majority of the mem- eral Job Training Partnership Act
bers of both chambers — 51 in funds (JTPA) to remain in the
the House and 20 in the Senate Cabinet for Human Resources.
— must vote to override a veto. The budget section contradicted a
Jones said the restriction was
bill passed by the 1994 session
"expensive, unwieldy, constituthat transferred the program to
tionally suspect" because it another cabinet.
seemed to require a governor to
The House voted 87-1 to suscall a special session in order to
tain that veto.
spend money from the reserve.
Jones generally praised the
In his veto message, Jones also budget that was pounded out durappeared to fire a shot at legisla- ing two weeks of legislative
tors. "Finally, it is doubtful that action. He said it would save the
the people of Kentucky want yet state parks, even though the
another special session of the repair money for that purpose can
General Assembly, requiring a
be spent only if revenue receipts
S40,000 per day additional exceed official expectations.

•Developers...

"Mrs. Hubbard is not trying to
avoid her responsibilities with
respect to her guilty plea," Lowell's statement said. "Mrs. Hubbard is simply attempting to look
to the future; a future where, if
she loses her job and her husband
is incarcerated, she will have no
income."
Carol Hubbard, who made
$34,000 a year as a language arts
teacher at Radcliff Middle School
in Hardin County, could lose her
teaching certificate, Lowell's
statement said.

FROM PAGE 1
"It will probably cause the city
to re-evaluate extending service
outside city limits," he said. "Of
course that is a decision the city
council must make."
Very few cities extend their
services outside their limits,
Overbcy said.
In addition to an alleged violation of law, the plaintiffs also
charge that the city breached an
"implied contract" when it first
implemented the refund policy,
then rescinded it.
Parker said the city never told
developers it has stopped issuing
refunds, and th.
at his clients were
under the assumption that the
policy still existed.
In addition, the complaint
claims that the city has "unjustly

enriched itself to the detriment of
the respective plaintiffs" by failing to provide the refund.
According to the complaint,
the developers are entitled to all
monies paid to the city by additional customers whose service
lines are directly connected to
extension lines paid for or furnished by the developer in excess
of 100 feet.
Developers voiced their concerns last November when the
city announced it would no longer provide refunds.
Then-councilman Chuck Foster
said in a November meeting that
the policy was halted in an effort
to get residents to vote for
annexation.
The refund practice has not
been used since 1989 after a fail-

Prices Good Thru June 28, 1994

Herdon said the center needs
air conditioners or people who
can repair broken units.
"If people want to help but
don't have a unit, we will accept
monetary donations," she said,
adding that if several people
made small contributions it
would be enough to help others.
For more information or to
make a donation, call the center
at 753-3070 or Need Line at

•Regents...

Nelson Spot Rain 35

Reg. 19.89

Knee Pads

FROM PAGE 1
replacement is made."
Currently, the MSU board of
regents is composed of eight

members appointed by the governor. The faculty, staff and students each elect a regent, which
brings the total to 11 members.

OPEN HOUSE

BUDGET BARN

Sat., June 25
Sun., June 26

Unmatched Economy,
Free Delivery and Set-Up

2-5 p.m.

Reg. 186.00

- Limited 5 Year Warranty

(1753-4444)

Single 4 wide door
8 x 8
64 sq. ft.

8 x 12
96 sq. ft:

$700

$875

-.
Treas Lumber Do-it Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY •-•
atest
759-1390
VISA

City Planner Don Elias said in
a May interview that plans for 28
subdivisions have been approved
since 1987.
Currently, about 18 subdivsions are under construction,
according to techrrical assistant
planner Linda Macha.

FROM PAGE 1

Lumber&Buildi

Sprinkler

Currently, utility customers in
subdivisions outside city limits
are charged a higher rate for service. Tap-on fees are S1,000 in
the county compared to $600 in
the city.

IN Fans needed...
"These little people are so
uncomfortable and miserable
already and to compound that
with the heat and humidity is
really inappropriate and sad,"
Herndon said.
Of those ill children asking for
help, one has just been released
from the hosptial with asthma.
Herndon said that child has only
one lung. Another has cancer.

1499

ed annexation attempt.
Also during the November
meeting, Bob Billington and
Tommy Sanders said they supported the refund policy because
it encourages growth.

mow

Newt!! 4 BR. 3.5 bath house with 3 car garage. Quality home for
those that care.
Thrn west on Melrose off Doran Rd.

- Tour Home Investment Company Since 1884
Monday-Friday 730-8; Saturday 8-4
Gals Priam 13•04 at Maresy Store Onlyi • Other Locations{ Bergson a Lake City

For further information, call or come by...
753-4444 • 12th & Sycamore

753-6333.
Need Line is also gearing up
for an expected increase in
request for assistance next month.
Gentry said those with limited
income who have air conditioners
will probably need help when the
electric bills arrive in July and
August which reflect this month's
usage.

Man dies after
tractor mishap
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — A
Corydon, Ky. man died after his
tractor left U.S. 60 in Henderson
County, overturned in a ditch and
rolled over him, authorities said.
Roland Denton Griggs, 62, was
pronounced dead at the scene
Wednesday afternoon, said Henderson County Deputy Coroner
Bill Schwartz.
Coroner Don Cantley said it
appeared Griggs may have suffered a heart attack or some other
ailment before the tractor left the
road.
Deputy Warren Weiss of the
Henderson County Sheriff's
Department said Griggs was driving his Ford tractor east on U.S.
60 when it made a sharp left turn,
crossed the westbound lane of
traffic and went off the left side
of the road..
The tractor, which was pulling
an empty plastic chemical tank
on a trailer, then went down a hill
before hitting a ditch and overturning, Weiss said.

ALL SPRING AND
SUMMER MERCHANDISE

1205 Chestnut, University Plaza. Murray 753-0100
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Simpson case

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY • (502) 674-5530
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — An
enraged 0.J. Simpson kicked in a
door to his ex-wife's home last
year after becoming upset earlier
in the day over a picture of an
old boyfriend in her photo album,
according to police records.
"My ex-husband has just broken into my house and he's ranting and raving outside in the
front yard," a frantic Nicole
Brown Simpson told a 911
dispatcher.
"Has he been drinking or anything?" the dispatcher asked.
"No," Mrs. Simpson replied.
"But he's crazy."
Audiotapes released Wednesday document the chilling episode that occurred eight months
before she and a friend, Ronald
Goldman, were brutally stabbed
and slashed to death outside her
home. Simpson has pleaded innocent to murder.
The tapes were released hours
after Simpson appeared in court,
where a prosecutor denied a
widely repeated i(COP-TV report
that a bloody ski mask had been
seized as evidence from Simpson's Brentwood mansion.
"If there is a ski mask with
bloodstains we would like the
right to examine that today,"
lead defense attcirney Robert
Shapiro told the court as he
sought access to all the prosecution's evidence.
Deputy District Attorney Marcia Clark responded that Shapiro
had everything she had. "There
is no ski mask," she said.

KCOP news director Jeff Wald
said the station stood by its story.
Simpson was alert although
haggard at the hearing, in contrast to his arraignment Monday,
when he appeared morose.
He was overheard asking deputies to let him read rather than
return to a holding cell during a
closed-door meeting between
lawyers and the judge.
"I'll do anything to stay out of
that cell," Simpson said. Deputies returned him to the cell
anyway.
Simpson pleaded no contest to
battering his wife in 1989. They
divorced in 1992.
On Oct. 25, 1993, Mrs. Simpson placed two frantic 911
emergency calls.
"Could you please get somebody over here now," Mrs.
Simpson begged the dispatcher.
"What does he look like?" the
dispatcher asked.
"He's O.J. Simpson. I think
you know his record," she
replied.
The dispatcher sent officers to
the scene. Mrs. Simpson hung up
but called back less than a minute
later to say her ex-husband had
returned and had "broke the back
door down to get in."
She cried and pleaded for
police to come.
The dispatcher said police had
been notified, tried to calm her
and asked her to stay on the line.
"I don't want to stay on the
line," Mrs. Simpson replied.
— He's going to beat the s--- out

of me." But she did continue
the weapon; Simpson is charged
talking, saying she was worried
with using a knife.
about her children, who were - The murder weapon, said to be
sleeping upstairs.
a I5-inch knife, has not been
"He's ... going nuts," she found. Los Angeles police invessobbed later, and told the dis- tigators on Wednesday abanpatcher that similar confronta- doned their search for it in
tions have occurred "many Chicago.
times." She later told police that
The latest report of evidence
Simpson had become angered came today, when CNN said
earlier that day by a picture of an
bloody clothes were found in
old boyfriend in her photo album. Simpson's washing machine durDuring the call, Simpson could ing a police search the day after
be heard swearing and yelling in the killings. The network cited
the background. Mrs. Simpson unidentified sources.
was heard begging him to leave.
In other developments:
By the time police arrived,
—A source told The AssoSimpson offered to pay for the ciated Press that investigators
French doors he had kicked open, wanted to arrest Simpson and
according to a police report. He place him under surveillance
wasn't arrested. Mrs. Simpson hours after his ex-wife and her
later said she didn't want to pro- friend were killed, but were told
secute and the matter apparently not to by Chief Willie Williams'
office. A police spokesman
was dropped.
denied the statements.
—Simpson's mother, Eunice,
The Los Angeles County grand
was released in good condition
jury was to continue hearing tes- from a San Francisco hospital
timony in the murder case today. Wednesday night. Mrs. Simpson,
The media have reported
72, was admitted Friday for a
numerous accounts of evidence heart ailment, the same night her
and witness statements based on son surrendered to police.
anonymous sources. Authorities
have refused to comment on a
report that a bloody glove was
found in Simpson's house and at
the crime scene, or that preliminary DNA testing of crime scene
Whitnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071
blood links Simpson to the
killings.
DEPARTMENT HEADS
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Defendant in murder of minister
found to be guilty but mentally ill
DANVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Relatives of a Methodist minister
shot dead during church services
say they want to see the woman
who pulled the trigger undergo
psychiatric therapy.
"If she's ill, I hope she gets
help," said Shirley Phillips, the
victim's mother.
"1 feel for her family," Mrs.
Phillips said. "We've prayed for
them every day and this must be
putting them through their own
private hell."
The Rev. Roland "Ron" Phillips Jr.'s parents and sister, as
well as several members of his
congregation, wept Wednesday
when Elizabeth Mayberry was
convicted in his murder.
Mayberry, 37, of Bloomington,
was found guilty but mentally ill
in the Sept. 19, 1993 death of
Phillips, a native of Hopkinsvillc,
Ky. She showed no emotion as
Hendricks Superior Court Judge
Mary Lee Corner read the verdict.
"I'm so happy for this verdict
because it means now they can
get her some professional help,"
said Roland Phillips Sr., the
minister's father.
The six-man, six-woman jury
deliberated for more than 11
hours before returning the
verdict.
Mayberry admitted to shooting
Phillips, 36, at the North Salem
United Methodist Church in front
of about 30 people, including his
I3-year-old daughter. She testified she planned to kill herself

wherlb'she went to the church, but
fired at Phillips four times
instead.
Mayberry will be held at the
Hendricks County Jail until her
July 20 sentencing. She faces up
to 60 years in prison.
If the jury had agreed with
Mayberry's plea of innocent by
reason of insanity, she could have
been sent to a psychiatric
institution.
"The difference between the
two verdicts is essentially that
under guilty but mentally ill she
may be eligible for psychiatric
treatment within the Department
of Correction," Prosecutor Kevin
Hinkle said.
"It's not mandatory, it's discretionary on the part of the
Department of Correction," he
said.
Mayberry will be put through a

READER INFORMATION
To reach all departments of the
newspaper, phone 753-1916.

series of evaluations and will
undergo a mental competency
determination, Hinkle said.
Defense attorney Ronald Chapman said he was disappointed,
and said he believed jurors
thought there was more of a difference between the two verdicts
when they made their decision.
"I'm terribly disappointed
because as a defense attorney I
can't explain to the jury that guilty but mentally ill is the same as
guilty," Chapman said.
During deliberations Tuesday
night, the jury asked Comer how
the two verdicts would affect
Mayberry's parole, length of sentence and location of imprisonment. Corner said she could not
answer those questions and told
jurors to look at instructions read
to them before deliberations.
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753-MEAT

T-Bone Steak
U SDA Choice Whole
bag)

Boneless

Lamb Legs
Beet

Spare Ribs
U SDA Choice

Sirloin Tip Roast

$5.69
$1.79
$3.89
$1.19
$2.59
$1.89

"Quality and Service are #1"

••••••••••••

We otter you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
$3,525 1'. CAR (12.20)
$4,325 2 CAR (18.20)
$4,625 LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,825 2' 2 CAR (24.24)
$5,425 LARGE 2', CAR (24.30)

.11 CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (18.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22:22)
2'1: CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2,+: CAR (24.30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

$4.025
54.725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

Wf We are proud to use GD,\
recycled newsprint. t\

TOBACCO
INSURANCE
"l't will pay you to check with us
first! Call us todayfor a quote."
Tony Boyd

,o

Western Kentucky
Insurance Agency
302 N. 12th • 753-5842
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✓ T-Bone and Porterhouse Steaks
✓ "Original" Kentucky Hot Bros ii

and of'course,all of Sport)'s original favorites.

24
thru July 4
June

Country Music
Fest '94

Saturday - June 25
Bye, Bye Birdie'
'
Khvanis Invitational Swim Meet
Amateur Radio Reid Day
Freedom Feat Beauty Pageant

lb

lb

It)

It)

It,

Tuesday - June 28
Bachelor Cook-Off

— S11144144ER SPECIAL'S —
o:jo am to 10 pm

Tuesdays: Our famous Racer Burger
and Steak Fries.
Thursdays: Our New Italian
Spaghetti with French Bread.

remurini.:
•

Ricky Skaggs St
Ilighway 101

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Friday - July 1
•
Peptd Kids' Day in the Park
Max Hurt Memorial
•
Golf Tournament
Fisher Price - YMCA Kids' Parade
•
Family Night in the Park
'
An Evening with Norman Rockwell' •
Saturday - July 2
•
Independence Trade Day
National Scouting Museum
•
'Appreciation Days'
Red Crass Doubles Tennis Tournament
•
Hazel Dealers' Choke Sale
Spinners! Storytelling Festival
•
Card & Comics Show
Freedom Feet Dart Tournament
'
An Evening with Norman Rockwell'

Sunday - July 3
'An Evening with Norman Rockwell'
National Scouting Museum
'Appreciation Days'
Red Cross Doubles Tennis Tournament
Hazel Dealers' Choice Sale
Roger Presents Bible Stories
Patriotic Musical
Community Gospel Sing
Monday - July 4
National Scouting Museum
'Appreciation Days'
7th Annual O.B. Boone
Memorial Breakfast
Lions Club 5K Journey for Sight
Veterans' Memorial Service
Let Freedom Ring
One Mile Fun Run and Walk
Optimist Club's
'Biggest Small Town Parade in USA"
Red, White & Blue Exhibition
Old Fashioned Street Fair
'Musk With A Bang' Concert

Fridays Os Saturdays: Our Famous
Prime Rih Dinners served nightly.

DAILY .C11111714 SPECIAL'S
‘Ionday
Jumbo Deli Sub %lid] tortilla chips

Stratton
Fireworks
Spectacular

Briggs Sz

For snore information call 733-9001 or stop at Freedoms Fest Headquarters,

Murray Tourism Cassmdsolon in the Commerce Centre Hwy. 6111 N. for your FREE Offidal Freedoms Fest Event Guide,

S3.15

Tuesda,
Our Famous Racer Burger with Steak Fries
$1.99
\N'ednesdas
Fresh Fruit Salad Platter

'0.15

Thursday
Homemade Italian Spaghetti uith Meat Sauce
$1.75
and French Bread
I. ridaN
Fresh Seabiod Pasta Salad

{LEW

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

•• #

F

✓ Gridiron Taters

Sunday - June 26
Bye, Bye Birdie'
'
Amateur Radio Reid Day

U SDA Choice

Spare Ribs

I Seet-supporung 2a6
trusted tatters 2 11
0C
.1 , plywood
decStng
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
111 Oesthead steel
door
N Steel ..ervice door
0 2.4 tasc...
elununtun cowered
P 2a10 headers
O asa raised curb

✓ Mini Tacos

Friday - June 24
Bye, Bye Birdie'
'

.J/111,,71E

IF

Country Style

o

— VIEW EXPA IrDED
Murray Ledger a Tann CUSPS 300-7CC)
Murray Ledger I Times is • member dl the
Associated Press. Kentucle Press Anacreon
and Southern NewsPaCors PUbh""
As
"
ciatrion. This Associated Press is inclusively entitled
lo news originated by Murray Ledger II Tunes.

Murray, Kentucky

Sponsored by:

;

Briskets On the

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between .
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.

IL 4" concrete Soot
remileicsd with
awe m•sh
•
toobng
C. Polywethano
under concrete
D Anchor bolts
in concrete
E Treated
E •••"'.
bottom plates
F 81 studs, 16 0 C
G. 7' ,r Mandel
under Wing
• blasonne, wood Of vinyl stding

Floors
Materials

C011C1•111
Olidllq

✓ Spaghetti

Pick 3
1-8-0
Pick 4
3-8-2-2
Cash 5
6-10-14-16-33
Lotto
7-16-19-25-36-43

C 141 Cat
"
V

Dixieland
Center

1 YR. $57.00
Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton,
Harcin,Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky. and to Paris, Buchanan and
Puryear, Tenn. By mail to other destinations, price is $64.50 per year.
Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays,
July 4, Thanksgiving Day,Christmas
Day and New Years Day.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

PPP"

tiling
tank
a hill
over-

BY MAIL.

Completely Erected nC
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All

✓ Fried Ravioli

Thursday - June 23
'
Bye, Bye Birdie'
•

Subscription Rates
All subecriptions payable in advance.
Home delivery 6 days a week:
1 month
$500 6 months $2850
3 moiths $500 1 year
$57.00

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Stag/HER HOURS

Monday thru Saturday
10-30 am to 10:00 pm
Closed Sundays
I 5th & Olive Blvd
"On the Campus of Murray State University"
For Take Out Orders Call 753-1116
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911 call portrays 'crazy' O.J.
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ANALYSIS

Pass or fail, health
care reform is still
hot political issue
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's plan for health
reform is "big government, big bureaucracy, big taxation," says
House Republican Whip Newt Gingrich. "We are opposed."
But House Democratic Leader Richard Gephardt' counters that
GOP lawmakers opposed Social Security and Medicare when they
were passed decades ago. Any modern-day candidate uttering such
thoughts, he adds, "would be burned at the stake."
With more than four months remaining to Election Day, Congress may yet enact a health care bill with bipartisan support, a step
that would require Clinton to moderate his ambitions and Republicans to soften their opposition. But the politicians are previewing
their attack lines in case they're needed for the fall campaign.
Clinton is among them, summoning appeal for his bottom-line
objective of coverage for all. "The American people ought to be
taken care of just the way the president is, the way members of
Congress are," he said at the White House recently, casting aside
arguments that he drop his threat to veto anything that falls short.
The voters will decide which argument is more compelling, and
their verdict will influence the outcome of the 35 Senate seats on
the ballot and the make-up of the House of Representatives to be
sworn in next January. With the electorate in an unhappy, antiincumbent frame of mind, the outcome could have a dramatic
impact on the final two years of Clinton's term.
Many lawmakers say a collapse of health reform efforts would
reflect poorly on Congress as a whole, but particularly so on the
Democrats, who control the White House, the House and Senate.
At the same time, says Sen. David Boren, a conservative Democrat from Oklahoma, "The Republican Party could overplay its
hand ... if it says they're just out to kill everything as opposed to
having a constructive alternative."
"The country wants health insurance reform," with a reduction
in costs, he says.
"Voters have gotten more confused about what they want out of
health care reform and where they want to see this come out," says
Geoffrey Garin, a pollster working on the campaigns of several
Democratic Senate and House candidates. "I'm not sure that the
failure to pass a bill in 1994 will have a seismic impact on a lot of
individual races around the country."
"But through all of this debate very few people see Republicans
as playing a very constructive role at all."
Republican pollster Bill McInturff, like Garin and many lawmakers, predicts Congress eventually will adopt last-minute compromise legislation. "The safest bet for both. parties' incumbents is to do
something reasonable," he said.
But he dismisses the Democratic argument that Republicans can
be tarred if the effort dies. "In 1992, their entire theme was 'Give
us a shot," he said of Democratic pledges to end gridlock in
Washington.
In the meafttime, Republicans seek to inoculate themselves
against charges of obstructionism. In television ads aired by the
Republican National Committee, GOP lawmakers said two major
problems — cost and potential loss of benefits for those switching
jobs — can be changed "without the Clinton government4un
health care system...
"Working together... Republicans and Democrats can fix health
care...without a big new bureaucracy," says one commercial.
The GOP is testing attack lines, as well.
"Hold on to your wallet. Peter Hoagland is at it again," says an
RNC radio advertisement that airedih Omaha, Neb. "This time he
wants higher payroll taxes to pay for the Clintons' government-run
health care system."
The ad notes that Hoagland, a second-terur Democratic representative, voted in committee last week to require employers to provide health insurance for their workers.
Hoagland, elected in 1992 with 51 percent of the vote, attacked
the ad as "part of a larger strategy implemented by the Republicans to defeat any kind of health care reform at all costs." Still, he
conceded, "It's not -going to help my popularity in the district."
Clinton's allies counterattacked in the Senate.
At a news conference last week, they distributed material claiming that without universal coverage, "22,232,601 Americans who
work for a living will be denied health care protection, while
7,797,780 of America's children will be left out in the cold."
A state-by-state breakdown estimated that in Hoagland's Nebraska, for example, 14,000 residents will lose their insurance each
month of this year.
But Senate GOP Leader Bob Dole says there's little risk in
opposing employer mandates, price controls and government
control.
"In my view we've reached a point where I'm prepared to say,
OK, let's have a referendum on this in 1994," he said retently to a
GOP group in Boston.
"Let's let the voters decide."
They probably will.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

New regent climbing aboard?
There's a question mark hovering over a chair in the boardroom
of the Murray State University
regents.
Former chairman James Butts'
appointment expires at the end of
the month and his name was not
among the three that have been
forwarded to the Governor's
office by the state Higher Education Nominating Committee.
The three, David Grissom,
Merwin Grayson and Thomas A.
Bunch, all live outside western
Kentucky.
Butts indicated several months
ago that he wanted to stay on the
board. Despite that desire, speculation had it that Governor Jones
would not reappoint him.
After all, Jones was at odds
with the regents earlier this
spring over the presidential selection process. That dissatisfaction
became public when Jones criticized the regents for withholding
candidate information.
Of the three nominees, only
one seems to have any apparent
tics to MSU. Bunch is a 1971
graduate of the university and his
wife is also believed to be an
MSU graduate.
We don't know much more
than that because Jones' bunch
won't release any information.
Talk about the pot calling the
kettle black!
Jones' office is now doing the
same thing he chastised the
regents for.
fr

SHORT TAKES

Gina Hancock
Ledger & Times managing editor
The press office rep says t y
won't release the resumes prthe
nominees because they fant to
protect their privacy.
Does that argument sound
familiar? Come on Jones — how
embarrassing.
Last year when Philip Lanier
was appointed to replace Marilyn
Reed Buchanon, I was critical of
his appointment.
I believed suitable candidates
could be found in western Kentucky. I was also disappointed
that the new regent was a white
male attorney from Louisville,
something I thought this board
already had in abundance.
Lanier boosted the board's
lawyer population to five.
I wrote that there has to be
qualified candidates in western
Kentucky. Why weren't they
considered?
I was also of the opinion that
Lanier's involvement would not
be as great because of the distance he would have to travel to
reach Murray. I seemed to equate
caring about the university with a
board member's proximity to the
campus.

And now?
Well, it's always hard to swallow the Golden Triangle but I
think Mr. anier has proven to be
a good board member who has
been just as visible, if not more
so, than other regents who live
closer to campus.
I'm not sure proximity plays as
strong a role as the life situation
of a regent.
If a regent is semi-retired,
retired, wealthy or has the ability
to come and go from a business,
then his or her involvement can
be greater, no matter where they
live.
The regents can also be
involved as little or as much as,
they personally choose.
An appointment from the Golden Triangle will also prove
interesting in light of charges that
board decisions are firmly
grounded in provincialism.
Actually that accusation
already holds little weight based
on the current board make-up
which has three members from
Louisville and Horse
ve
(Lanier, Bob Matthews and ir-

ginia Strohecker).
Wells Lovett hails from
Owensboro, a city that many in
our neck of the woods hesitate to
place in western Kentucky.
If the Jones appointment does
come from one of the big cities in
central or northern Kentucky,
then the shift of area versus longdistance travelers will be seven to
four.
Sid Easley, Frank Julian, Marie
Jones and Brian Van Horn live in
Murray, Beverly Ford is from
Benton, Arlivia Gamble calls
Hopkinsville home and LoVell is
from Owensboro.
If the Governor appoints Grissom, Grayson or Bunch, the
balance on the board may begin
to shift.
Beginning in July, Marie Jones
will take her seat on the board as
staff regent. If anyone resigns
within the next year, it could
prove interesting.
Former president Ronald Kurth
faced a shift in the board as he
ended his tenure at MSU. Several
of the regents that chose not to
renew his contract weren't on the
board when he was hired three
years ago.
Fasten your seat belts, folks,
it's going to be an interesting
ride. Your pilot is Dr. Kern Alexander. He will be taking his first
flight with us.
And of course you've already
met your stewards. We call them
regents in these parts.
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Welfare as we hate it
KANSAS CITY — President
Clinton came to the middle of
America last week in an attempt to
sell Middle America on his "welfare
reform" package. But,like so many
other proposals from this Administration, it falls far short of his
campaign pledge to "end welfare as
we know it." Instead, the President
wants to redistribute people and
money in a system that largely
leaves government running the welfare show and continues to provide,
not a safety net, but a comfortable
bed that would allow cheaters to
continue to beat the system.
The Administration claims up to
1 million people now receiving
welfare will be shifted from the rolls
under its plan. But many of those
could end up in another form of
government aid program. If they
don't find work in the private sector,
the Clinton plan will give them
government jobs forever.
The proposal also creates a twotiered welfare system, exempting
welfare mothers born before 1972.
Some critics believe this may be
unconstitutional.
The key flaw in the welfare
system of the past three decades is
that it has eliminated the concept of
personal responsibility. If government is always there to bail out
people who have children out of
wedlock, if there is no disincentive
(like hunger) for doing for one's
self, then large numbers of people
will feel no need to get themselves

CAI,'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
together and behave responsibly.
This attitude of "government as
my keeper, I shall not want" has
caused welfare to grow from 1.5
percent of gross national product at
the beginning of the War on Poverty
in 1965 to its present level of 5
percent.
The President's plan would increase welfare spending by $9.3
billion over five years. While this
amount contains funds forjob training and "teen pregnancy prevention," much of what is bound to be a
growing budget will go for public
service jobs for welfare recipients.
A similar plan was tried in the 1970s
through a program called the Comprehensive Employment Training
Act (CETA). It failed miserably.
There are several workable alternatives to the Clinton plan. They
include a bipartisan bill from Missouri Republican Sen. Kit Bond and
Iowa Democratic Sen. Torn Harkin.
They say their proposal would affect 60 percent of the welfare
population by the year 2000(not the
5 percent targeted by the Clinton
plan) and 90 percent by 2002.

The President's plan does wisely
include a provision to allow states to
limit welfare payments to women
currently on the program who have
additional children without getting
married. And it requires hospitals to
establish paternity at birth as a way
to improve child support collections. But no government program
can get at the root cause of poverty:
the broken home. That is why
something additional is needed.
Twenty years ago,staff members
in the office of Oregon Republican
Sen. Mark Hatfield conducted a
study which found that if every
church, synagogue and religious
institution in America cared for just
one family on public assistance the
welfare roles could be rapidly eliminated. While the number of welfare
recipients has grown in two decades, the principle remains a good
one.
Churches, synagogues and religious institutions now receive a
benefit from the government in the
form of tax exemptions. By granting
this exemption, the government expects them to provide certain ser-

vices. In the past, they have been
active in caring for the poor and
keeping families together. They
should be called upon to again
accept this commission and get it
out of government hands.
One way to do this would be to
sweeten the pot for those who need a
little urging in their charitable giving. Each religious body could
establish within their budgets a
separate fund( a type of anti-poverty WA-) which earmarked funds
for the poor would be contributed.
Donors would receive tax breaks,
and the funds would help re-establish the churches as the primary
dispensers of assistance. Because
these institutions would also deal
with the hearts and souls of men and
women, they could reach root
causes of poverty.
That's the way it was done before
government replaced the church as
the primary dispenser of charity at a
time when we had less poverty and
more personal responsibility. If the
religiously conservative want government off their backs, they ought
to be able to help carry the load
many of them have been all too
willing to put on the backs of
taxpayers.
A more active and involved religious community would lighten the
welfare load, unburden the taxpayer
and give people now on public
assistance something they haven't
had and government cannot give:
hope.
—
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Cabaret celebrates Rockwell centennia
"An Evening with Norman Rockwell," a cabaret-style entertainment
opening at the Playhouse in the Park
on July 1st, has been a collaboration
between The National Scouting
Museum, Murray Middle School
and the Playhouse. It is being
presented as part of the Freedom
Fest activities. The National Scouting Museum which has organized
several activities in observance of
the Rockwell centennial year, commissioned Katie Carpenter, a local
writer working with students at
Murray Middle School, to come up
with a script that could be produced
at the Playhouse. Linda Homer,
curator of interpretation at the National Scouting Museum is coordinating the project with Lana
Bell, executive director of the
Playhouse.
"I really wanted this project to be
a collaboration involving education, the arts and the museum and I
wanted it to be appropriate for
Freedom Fest and for the Rockwell
Centennial celebration," says Horner. "I think the script fulfills all of
those requirements."
More than 100 local authors are
credited with writing the project.
All are sixth graders at Murray
Middle School, and every one of
them took part in the script-writing
project organized through Debbie
Bell's social studies claw's.
Turning over 100 stories into a
coherent script required some imaginative editing to keep as many of
the delightful characters and
warmly sympathetic situations as
possible.
In the theater version, Norman
Rockwell has the main role—himself. He introduces an all-American
family, which is pulled from the
audience,and they take turns recalling family memories as slides projected on the black backdrop come
to life. Each slide introduces a selfcontained playlet inspired by the
children's stories, with Rockwell's
commentary tying it all together.
Sentimental and patriotic music
will be added to bridge the stories in
the Playhouse production and audience members will be invited to sing
along with several numbers.
This project was fun and chal-
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beuer. She had boxes full of marbles
and a hole closet full of marbles
when she grew up, including a
$2,000 set of 24-karat gold-centered marbles," one student wrote.
In Ashley Cunningham's version
of the story, the boys get even in a
surprise water balloon attack. In
Meg Farrell's story, the loser and the
winner wind up as sweethearts.
Carl Gustafson's story included
an explanation of some long-lasting
repercussions.
"After that win all the girls started
to play marbles," he wrote. "And
then the boys quit for fear of losing.
After a while the girls quit too
because it was no fun to beat
themselves. That is why the game of
marbles is not played much
anymore."
Other Middle School students are
also involved with the project. The
Intermission Theatre camp for middle schoolers is going on now at the
Playhosue and the students there are
working on bringing the script to the
stage.
Erica Paley Stevens,the principal
teacher at the theatre camp, is also
the director of "An Evening with
Norman Rockwell."
talking him into returning home.
in
smile
us
makes
The picture
remernberance of childhood woes,
which seemed so important at the
time.
But why did the boy run away?
Sixth graders have more insight
than the average adult. In Crystal
Staple's story, she writes, "when
anything happened that the older
brothers knew they weren't sposed
to do, they blamed it on Billy. Billy
thought he would run away from
home so he wouldn't be blamed
anymore."
Adam Doss figured the kid got
sent to his room after his mother
discovered the dog eating his lima
beans under the supper table.
"She told him to go to his room
and don't come out until you eat
your lima beans," Doss wrote.
Another Rockwell illustration
shows a red-haired girl in the process of besting two boys at a game
of marbles. And what did the students think happened to her?
"As for Betty, she kept playing
marbles, and she became better and

lenging for the students, says Ms.
Carpenter. "The process we used
resulted in some wonderfully imaginative stories.
Norman Rockwell called himself
an illustrator rather than a painter.
He intended each of his illustrations
to tell a story on its own. After a
review of Rockwell's career, the
influences on him, and the times in
which he lived, the students were
instructed to choose a favorite canvas and finish the story it told. They
were to develop characters, provide
motivation, and expand the time
frame.
One classic Rockwell illustration,for example,shows a small boy
sitting at a lunch counter. Close at
hand is his homemade carryall — a
red bandana tied to to the end of a
stick, into which he has, we assume,
stuffed his most important possessions. Sitting beside him is a policeman, in full uniform, but with the
friendly demeanor of a small-town
hero.
Rockwell's art tells the story of a
boy who is running away from
home—we don't doubt that the
policeman, with tact and warmth, is

"The students are doing a great
job with the stories in the script"
says Ms. Stevens. "I think the
audience will really enjoy the finished product."
There are also a few adults
involved. The pan of Rockwell is
played by Dick Hoffman. Jay Overton, who directs the Scouting Museum's Spinners storytelling troupe,
plays the father in the all-American
family. Ann McKee!, Marc Games
and Amanda Barrow also have
roles.
The youngest members of the
cast are Emily Steinfeldt and Chris
Byar's.
Janet Schell,a curatorial assistant
at the museum, researched the era
for costumes and Tracey Leslie,
musical director has been searching
for just the right songs to top off the
production.
After the show there will be
desserts and lemonade on the deck
of the Playhouse.'
"An Evening With Norman
Rockwell" opens July 1 with shows
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday afternoon at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $5. Call 759-1752 for reservations.

Cindy Reichmuth and Kim Miller share a moment during "Bye Bye Birdie," which concludes this weekend at the Playhouse in the Park
Showtimes are Thursday through Friday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p m
Don't miss this fabulous performance. Call 759-1752 for reservations.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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HOME RUN j
SAVINGS
Contemporary Bedroom
Suite by Armstrong 4 piece

Reg.$854

NOW $299

Assorted Barstools 24-36'
As Low As $99
Traditional Bedroom Suite
with Sleigh Bed

Reg $1899 NOW $1249

FINAL
4 DAYS
Ends Monday 8 PM

Thomasville Cherry Dining
Table - 6 chairs S side board

HOME RUN
SAVINGS
Cherry Dining Table &
4 chairs 1f2

Price Reg $1999
Now $999

La-Z-Boy Chaise Recliner

Reg S599 NOW 1/2 Price
.O.,
0.1.0

J Odd Headboards
twin, full, queen

AVo

Retell SS599 NOW $2198
Broyhill Dining Room
Table, 6 chairs & china

(while they iasn NOW $198
Thomasville Wall Bed,
triple dresser & mirror

Reg $1749 NOW $1399

Reg $5217 Sale $2159

Assoned Odd Dining Chairs
As Low As $19
L
Olning Room Oak Single
Pedestal Table & 4 chairs

Reg S1499

Sealy mattresses & box
Off
60.,%
springs Now_
roe .-.,
r
AM Samsonite 1/3 Off
sarnsonn. criossouis 1/2 Off
Broyhill solid cherry End
Tables - scratch & dent
Sale $177 each
Lane Reclining Love Seat

Now $899

Apartment Size Dinette Set
Table 5 2 chairs
Dinette set wit, cxistrr;s7vn

Reg $1399

Cynthia Peterson, Murray All Guild member, works on an entry for the Art
Guild's Red, White and Blue Sesquicentennial Exhibition. Entries are due
June 29 and the Exhibition opens July 4 during the Freedom Fest activities.
Ali area artists are invited to enter work In any medium that depicts landmarks
and reminders of the Murray area. Call the All Guild at 753-4059 for further
Information.
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Now $798

Living Room Odd Love Seats
As Low As $198
King Bedding Sets
As Low As $398
Big Contemporary Sofa &
Loveseat

Poeeoul

The All Star Clearance ends Monday night!
Hurty to Fleming Furniture for statewide
savings on all discontinued, leftovers and
One-of-a-kinds. Ouantities are limited, so
hurry to the final Innings of this Grand Siam

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE
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(Season Passes Now On Sale!)
For More Information Call 759-1752
Sponsored by Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank
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of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

451 8. 16bh fAree * Paducah. ky 305N Main * Benton
527-3481 * 1-800-599-6224
442-4455 * 1-800-788-6224

OPEN DAILY 9 to 5 * FRIDAY NIgHT UNTIL 8

Benton * Fleming Ftitstittlite
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HURRY - SALE ENDSWHAT
WE SELL TODAY!

LAST WEEKEND!
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NOW $599

Cochrane Solid Oak China
Cabinet 1/2 pnce
NOW $898
Was si799
At TV's, VCR's and
Appliances Sale Priced,

Summer Sale. First Come First Served.
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Starting at $68
Lane Action Recliner
with heater vibrator
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Hospital Retirees will meet Monday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Monday, June 27, at 6 p.m. for a dinner meeting at Sirloin Stockade. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and
former employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640
or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

South Pleasant Grove plans school
A One-Day Vacation Bible School will be Saturday, June 25, at
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. The hours will be
from, 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Teachers, volunteers and helpers are
needed for refreshments, lunch and clean-up. Call Jane Cothran at
753-7166 if you can help in any way.
CHAMPION GLENVISTA'S Saucy Sally, Kerry Blue Terrier, owned by
Dorothy and Paul Tilsworth of Murray, is shown receiving Best of Breed
award at the St. Louis Kerry Blue Terrier Club Specialty Show at St.
Louis, Mo., on June 3. There was a total of 34 Kerries from 11 states
entered in the competition.

Single Too plans events
Single Too will have activities on Saturday, Sunday and Monday,
June 25, 26 and 27. The group will meet Friday at JCPenney parking
lot to go to D.J.'s Country Music Show at Benton. Saturday the group
will meet at the parking lot at 1 p.m. to go to Homeplace-1850 at LBL
with each bringing a sack lunch. The group will meet Monday at 6:30
p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant, Murray, with Gary Hohman, director of
Murray-Calloway County Park, as speaker. This is a support and
social group for all single men and women whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call 753-7663
or 753-0251.

Students named at Western
BOWLING GREEN — Three
local students have been named
for honors for the spring 1994
semester at Western Kentucky
University, according to Bob
Skipper, coordinator of News
Services at Western.
Nancy Ellen Hogancamp,

senior, has been named to the
President's List for having a
grade-point average of 3.8 to 4.0.
A graduate of Murray High
School, she is the daughter of
Andrea Hogancamp of Murray
and Ben Hogancamp of Pharr,
Texas.
Named to the Dean's List for
having a grade-point average of
;.4 to 3.79 on a 4.0 scale were
Kristin A. Armstrong of Rt. 5,
Box 462, Mayfield, and Marla
Dawn Saunders of Rt. 7, Box
79. Mayfield. Both are seniors.
Woodmen offers a
wide tariety of life
insurance plans which
provide fle.xibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs,
contact:

Karen Dale, bride-elect
of David Weatherfy, has
sefected her decorative accessories from our bridal
registry.
Karen and David will
be nuirried5ufy 29, 1994.

David L. Hudspeth
WOW Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-1820

k Woodmen

4

of the World

Life Insurance Society
home Mike: Omaha Ilebramem

WHAT MAKES A
UNIQUE PHARMACY?
*Free consultation and review of prescriptions.
'We work with your doctor and save you money by
using generic drugs when possible.
'We have computerized record for insurance and
taxes.

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1402

109 S. 4th St.

11•11•111•G•0
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
s2,100 Letter H Jackpot!!!
• 11 Carnes — $100 Each
Jackpot — (57) Number Call

• $1,200

One Number and $100 added to jackpot each week

11" —

30 Numbers or Less
(Cons,dation Prize - $100/

Spvci.11 came. —

Pays

$2,100!

Muhl(. Bingo pays 60's, 75'; and

National Guard Armory
Hwy.

7:10 9:30

• •

Enough culture! Let's find

Starts June 17

SPEED(R)

(PG13)
3.50

Newspaper editors watch politicians with the same admiration
and love of a cat watching a fish
swim in an aquarium. This startling revelation was brought on
by the arrival of The Press of
Kentucky: 1787-1994 by Donald
B. Towles.
The KPA (Kentucky Press
Association) published it in honor
of their 125th anniversary and
donated a copy to' us. It's filled
with the history of the press in
Kentucky and with anecdotes
about the newspaper folks and
the politicians they love so well.
There are places where it really
,ounds like Mark Twain's short
Story, "Journalism in Tennessee."
It's a very readable bit of history
and a welcome addition to our
Kentucky section.
• • • •
While we're talking about local history, let me mention John
Eastman's book, Who Lived
Where. This is a region by region, state by state listing of the
homes of famous persons. The
homes are described briefly, with
detail's lbout hours of operation
for the ones that have been converted to museums.
We all know that Kentucky
was the home for Abraham Lincoln, Daniel Boone, Henry Clay
and Stephen Foster. But did you
know that it was also home for
General George Armstrong Custer (Elizabethtown), inventor
Thomas Edison (Louisville), antiliquor crusader Carry Nation
(Bryantsville) and pioneer film
director D.L. Griffith (Louisville). It's a great book to sit and
browse through.
• •

121 North, Murray, Ky.
......

City Slickers 2
1.30

Laura LeAnn Barker and Charles Walter Wheat will exchange
wedding vows on Sunday, June 26, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
James Lawwrence of Wingo. The Rev. Henry Davis will conduct the
ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late James Lawrence Barker
Jr. and Barbara Frank, and stepdaughter of William H. Frank of
Mayfield.
The groom-elect is the son of Walter and Arlene Wheat of Murray.
Miss Barker is a graduate of Mayfield High School and attended
Murray State University. Mr. Wheat attended Calloway County High
School and Murray State University.
After their wedding, the couple plans to move to Colorado.

By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director

753-4567

• :;

Barker-Wheat wedding
vows to be said Sunday

LIBRARY NEWS

HappitlesTlace,

• Letter

Laura LeAnn Barker and
Charles Walter Wheat to marry

130 3.50 705 9.25

Bargain Matinees
EVERY DAY

ItVolf (R)
130 400 715 935

Nomettilni entertaining to read.
• • • •
Start with Maigrct and the
Madwoman by Georges Simenon.
Maigret (the formidable French
detective) is approached by an
elderly lady who claims that
someone is moving the furniture
around in her apartment while
she is gone. All the other policemen shrug her off as being crazy,
but Maigret agrees to look into
the matter. He arrives at her
apartment, finds her murdered
and chase is on that lures Maigret
in to the very botton of the
French underworld. This is first
rate fiction for hot summer days.
It's large print too!
• • • •
You want more large print
mysteries? No problem! Just try
Mom and Dead by Ralph McInerny. Andrew Broom, a big city
lawyer who moved to the small
town of Wyler, Ind., gets
involved in the sale of some local
property. Well, it starts off as a
squabble over the sale to some
shady outsiders, of property that
the community considers to be
held in common. It rapidly escalates to a ripe case of murder and
small-town politics. It's a "don't
miss this one" tacky treat in large
print.
• • • •
If you prefer non-tacky reading, check out Janette Oke's Love
takes Wing. This is the sequel to
Love's Unfolding Dream. Janette
Oke is one of the most popular
authors we know of today. Her
books are inspiring without being
contrived, uplifting without being
preachy and absolutely entertaining. I highly recommend any and
all of her works.
• • • •
Come on down and fill your
summer with great reading!

Mason's Chapel plans homecoming
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday, June 26. The Rev. Paul McAdoo of Dresden,
Tenn., will be speaker at the 11 a.m. service. A fellowship meal will
he served at noon. At 2 p.m. the Youth will present a musical, "Lost
and Found." The public is invited to attend any of the festivities.

Compton reunion planned Sunday
The annual Compton family reunion will be Sunday, June 26, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Courthouse Pavilion of Murray-Calloway
County Park. A basket lunch will be served at noon. All family members and friends are invited.

Kiwanis Swim Meet on Saturday
Murray Kiwanis Club and Murray-Calloway County Swim Team
will sponsor a relay invitational swim meet at Murray-Calloway
County Park Pool on Saturday, June 25. Warm-ups will start at 7:30
a.m, and the relay will start at 8 a.m. Invited guests will be the Mayfield, Marion and Calvert City swim teams. Ribbons will be provided
For the competing relay teams. There is no participant entry fee or
admission fee charged for the meet. For information contact Tim or
Ginger Philpot at 762-3654 or Stacy Jones at 753-5411.

Hurt Memorial Tournament planned
The Max Hurt Memorial Golf Tournament, sponsored by Murray
Rotary Club, will be Friday, July 1, at Murray Country Club. A shot
gun start will be at 1 p.m. This will be a Two-person scramble with
three teams per hole. The cost will be $35 per player. To register call
David Taylor at 753-9251 or 759-4545 or Van Haverstock at
753-3415 or 753-7123.

Cook and Vinson reunion planned
The Cook Family and Vinson School Reunion will be Saturday,
June 25, starting at 10 a.m. at Hazel Community Center. All family
members and former school students are urged to attend and bring a
dish of food for the potluck meal.

Swimming openings available
Openings for swim classes in July in the 1994 Red Cross Learn to
Swim Program are available. The fee is $25, but no registration will
be accepted by telephone. Classes are offered to infants through
adults. Also volunteers are needed, according to Peggy Billington,
executive director of Calloway County Chapter of American Red
Cross. For information call 753-1421. Red Cross is a United Way
Agency.

Cycling Club plans ride Saturday
The Chain Reaction Cycling Club of Paducah will meet Saturday,
June 25, at 9 a.m. at Lone Oak Baptist Church for a ride to Mayfield.
Riders will need to bring money for lunch at the Happy House. There
will not be a sag support for this ride. As with all CRCC rides, helmets are required. For information call Jay Clausen, ride leader, at
1-502-554-5413.

Church Rally planned Saturday
Murray Church of God in Christ will have its first church rally on
Saturday, June 25, at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar
St., Murray. Elder R.H. Warford of Mayfield will be the speaker.
Elder Anderson Torian, pastor, and Sr. Debra Aldridge, chairman,
invite the public to attend.

Alliance Church planning clubs
Alliance Bible Church will have two Five Day Clubs during the
week of June 27 to July 1. These hour long times of Bible stories,
singing and other activities will be staffed by a member of the Child
Evangelism Fellowship. The morning club wqill be held at 9:30 a.m.
at 807 Guthrie Dr., Murray. The evening club will begin at 6:30 p.m.
at 344 West Dr., off the intersection of Highways 94 East and 280.
Anyone interested in bringing your children, please call Pastor Kerry
Lambert at 753-6565.

FQ)See What's Cooldn'...

e

Home-Cooked Meals, Breads,
Pies and Desserts.

- MADE FRESH DAILY -

Program Information
Call 753.3314

es5tribaug

Open Tues.-Sat.
Lunch Buffet Served 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet Served CS p.m.

SavIng Cqftiorin Style

Sane Friday 411/24
Oknors
The Lion King (a)
1.30

3.25 700

900

MOVIE

EHTALS

Tombstone
Six Degrees of &potation

Wyatt Zwp
(PG13)

CALL IN ORDERS: 753-2348
Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.)
Murray

Alexander is
named to list
Amy Alexander, 17, daughter
of Rickey Alexander of Murray,
has been nominated to be
included in the 28th annual edition of Who's who Among
American High School Students.
She is an honor student at Calloway County High School where
she will be a senior this fall.
Alexander has been active in
FBLA, FFA, FHA, DECA and
served as treasure of her freshman class. She has 4110,been
involved in basketball and softball teams. She is an active member of Memorial Baptist Church.
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Thursday, June 23
Compassionat• Friends/7
p miprivate dining room (note change
in place) of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Info/762-1389 or 498-8321.
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School Site-based Council/6:30 p.m
Calloway County Fiscal Court
meeting0 :30 p.m./office of County
Judge/Executive J.D. Williams.
Murray.: City Cot/mil/7:30 p.m./City
Hall.
'Bye Bye Birdie"/8 p.m./Playhouse in
the Park. Info/759-1752.
"Cowboy Cabarets"/8 p.m./Kenlake
State Park Amphitheatre.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans/7 p,m./Legion Hall.
Murray Magazine Club/2 p.m w/Toni
Hopson.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible School/6
p.m
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible School/5:45 p.m.
Stephanie and Brian Kurz Suzuki
graduation recital/7 p.m./Choir Room,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Sirloin
Stockade.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p m./Education UniVMurray-Calloway
County Hospital.
TOPS KY *469 meeting/weigh-in/6
p.m. and program/7 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Christian Singles Group/7 p.m./at
800 North 20th St., Murray. Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7

p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.:
Youth Bible Study (Girls)/8 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p.m./St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Admission free.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and
2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Homeplace and Woodlands/open 9
a.m.-5 p.m. Info/1-502-924-5602.
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Immanuel Lutheran minister

MEMPHIS, TENN. — The
Son shines in Memphis! Wait,
that's no misprint! The MidSouth District of the Lutheran
Chtu-ch-Missouri Synod held its
12th convention June 12-15
under the theme of "Let the Son
Shine."
Drawing on John's Gospel, the
convention participants testified
to their faith that Jesus Christ, the
Son of God, is the Light of Salvation in a world of darkness.
A total of 280 people partici-

Austin, Morgan
will be honored
Clara Austin of Paducah and
Irene Morgan of Benton will be
honored at a reception on Saturday, June 25, from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the Woman's Club of Paducah,
1406 Jefferson St., Paducah.
Mrs. Austin is serving as president and Mrs. Morgan as first
vice president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs.
The KFWC works directly
with the General Federation of
Women's Clubs. GFWC is the
largest and oldest nondenominational, nonpartisan women's volunteer service organization,
according to Kimberly H. Davis,
KFWC publicity chairman. It has
more than 8,500 clubs and
approximately 350,000 members
worldwide in more than 30
countries.
Hazel Woman's Club and Murray Woman's Club are both affiliated with the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs and the
GFWC. All members and friends
of Mrs. Austin and Mrs. Morgan
are urged to attend the reception

Friday, June 24
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired Federal Employees/11 30 a rii./Sirloin
Stockade.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church Bible
School/6-30 p m
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible School/545
Grace Baptist Church Bible School./6
pm
First Assembly of God Bible
School/8.30 a m.
Parkinson's Support Group
meeting/2 p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/6 p.m. for potluck and party/
Weaks Community Center Into
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda.
437-4414.
Hazel Centeropen 10 a m.-2 p m. for
senior citiens. activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a m.-1 p m. for
senior citizens' activities.
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple, Murray. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
"Bye Bye Birdie"/8 p.m /Playhouse in
the park. Info/759-1752.
"Cowboy Cabarets"/8 p.m./Kenlake
State Park Amphitheatre.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St /open 6-11 p.m. Into
753-TEEN.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Korean Bible Study Group/7
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Country Dance/7:30 p.m./Hardin
Community Center.
Line Dancing for members only18
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./National Guard Armory.
Bingo Play for Jonathon-Aurora
Action Group/7 p.m./Wishing Well.
Public invited.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events at
Golden Pond Visitor Center,
Homeplace-1850 and Woodlands/open
9:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Info/1-502-924-5602.

280.
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3 DAYS & 2 NIGHTS
FOR TWO!
Choose from Hilton Head,
Reno, New Orleans,
Orlando or other vacation
spots!

Renee Caroline Prince and
Daniel Robert Childress to marry

Prince-Childress vows
will be said on July 16
Mr. and Mrs. Van Prince ot Mayf ield announce the engagement and

approaching marriage ot their daughter, Renee' Caroline Prince, to
Daniel Rotmt Childress, son of Sandy Childress of Almo and Johnny
Childress of MurraN.
The bride -elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. R.L.
Prince and the late Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dowell.
The groom -elect is the grandson of Mrs. Louise Childress of Almo
and the late Richard Childress and of Mrs. Beatrice Moore of Taylor,
Mich., and the late Otis Moore.
Miss Prince is a 1900 graduate of Mayfield High School and
attends Eastern Kentuck t:niversity at Richmond pursuing a degree
in deaf education.
Mr. Childress is a 19
graduate of Calloway County High School
and is self-cmployed as a shell diver.
Wedding vows will he exchanged on Saturday, July 16, at 11:30
a.m, at the home of the bride-elect's parents. If raining, the ceremony
will be nim,ed to Cuba Baptist Church.
All relative; and friend; are invited to attend.

-Hi-efficiency, 9.5'9 5 EER.

elLetet.

$799

1/2 Carat

1 Full Carat$2499
And get a "FREE" Wrap, Too!
14K. Gold Enhancer
with ANY Solitaire...
This Month Only!!!
$180
Value

"FREE"

"SOPHIA" Bridal Trio
"ALURE" Trio Cluster

"ALISHIA" Cluster Set

sfF9, „,759

$349

REF A53
S599 Rings NOW

'REBECCA"
Channel Set Diamonds
5

F

$17
99

;
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4 044,.

"REGINA" Marquise with
Channel Set Bouquetes
REF
$2,899

"CHRISTINA" Marquise
Cluster Set

NOW 1,699

REF
5099

$AAG
NOW

Channel
Set Design
1/4 Carat*
$189.
1/2 Carat*

$389.

Anniversary, Wedding
or Engagement Ring

"PAVA FASHION
BAND"

REF $1 ,000

Nc1649

REF .$30
No,
,189
,
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nds$469.
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3Bo

-230/208 volts, 8.5/9 0 amps.
.3 cooling/3 fan only speed.
'10-position thermostat.
'Easy-to-clean slide-out filter.
-Easy mount window
installation

$599
Murray Appliance 9 T.V.

Thursday 10 a.m. • June 23

. Free Normal
Installation

1/2 PRICE
Ready-To-Wear

ONLY

212 Main • Downtown Murray • 753-1586
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1/4 Carat$299

•18,000/17,600 BTU.

SUMMER CLEARANCE
SALE
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Memorial service will be held Sunday
at gravesite of James Daniel Quinton
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1994

JEWELERS

pated in the four-day event that
time and again encouraged its
participants to seek out ways in
which they as individuals and as
congregations can serve their
communities with the message of
salvation in Jesus Christ.
Representatives from the
national Synod office in St. Louis
inspired, challenged and moved
the delegates to be strong in
God's Word, to reach out boldly
with the Gospel, to be peoplecentered, and to live together in
the peace of Christ, all the while
remaining faithful to their beliefs
as Christians.
President David Callies of
Meniphis, Tenn., was elected to
his second 3-year term of office.
In his speech, he spoke of "the
JO BURKEEN:Ledger& Times photo
need for the church to be sensiof Murray-Calloway
administrator
standing
right,
STUART
POSTON,
tive to the fact that human beings
meeting of KenMay
"Health
Care"
at
the
about
Hospital,
talked
County
today live in the swirl of rapid
Association of Retired Per4437
of
American
Chapter
No.
Lake
tucky
change. But while being sensitive
sons. Mancil Vinson, president, is pictured at left. Dr. Ruth Cole
to change, the church must ask
reported on the Health Care Promotion book prepared by the chapter
how it can best reach people with
listing
all health care services in the area. Reports were given by John
a message that does not change
Ann Page. Bailey Gore, retired professor of Physical EducaBrinn
and
and said some things must not
at
Murray
State University and now working with YMCA, will speak
tion
change, some may change, and
"Physical
Fitness for Seniors" at the next chapter meeting on
about
some must change."
at noon at Holiday Inn. Lunch is optional at 11:30
June
28,
Tuesday,
The convention passed resoluboard
will meet at 11 a.m. Tuesday prior to the meetchapter
The
a.m.
tions to designate 1997 as "The
ing. All members and interested persons are invited to attend the chapYear of the Family" to support
ter meeting, Vinson said.
continuing education among professional church workers, to support the establishment of a Lutheran School in Nashville, Tenn.,
and to commit its support to a
ministry of compassion towards
the hungry, poor, and needy
Participating in the service will
A memorial ser \ i.e v. ill he
through the efforts of Lutheran held Sunday. June 26, al 3 p.m. at
he the Otho Stral Camp, Sons of
Church-Missouri Synod World the gravesite of James Daniel
Confederate Veterans of Union
Relief.
City, Tenn., and the TilghmanQuinton, who \1 js One of the last
Immanuel Lutheran Church, four SU TV is irig W.1T liC11...een the
Beauregard Camp Sons of Con100 South 15th St., Murray, a States Veterans ui Ohion County..
federate Veterans of the Purchase
congregation of The Lutheran Tenn.
Area of Kentucky, along with the
Church-Missouri Synod, was rep7th Kentucky re-inactors and the
The gra\ esite i loLated in Terresented at the convention by
1st Tennessee Heavy Artillery.
race Hill ('ent.,:tci\. Highway 21,
Rev. David Riley, minister, and
Those attending should bring
James McCloskey, lay delegate. Troy. Tenn
their own lawn chairs.
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Lutherans at convention
By DAVID RILEY
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. • Murray • 753-7695

"Better Quality, Bigger Selections, Guaranteed Best Values"
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Murray
Creative Landscaping

RED HOT DOLLAR DAYS ARE COMING!
We Install

Sunshine Center on Highway 94 East held a Bike Parade on June 10 to
kick off their summer program. Pictured are some of the participants.

Choose A
Perennial Border
From Our Vast
Blooming Selection.

Underground
Irrigation
Contact Us For Details!

Letters of Appreciation

Landscaping Tip Of The Week:
Spider mites thrive in hot, dry weather therefore, check all evergreens
periodically for any browning or loss of color. A few applications of insecticide
could save a beautiful plant.
NEW SUMMER HOURS:
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sunday 14 p.m.
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Keep Up The Trend.
U_Y
\
Recycle This Newspaper Again. /A

NEW 1994 BMW 740i
4 door luxury sedan, V-8 engine, 5 speed automatic overdrive
transmission, leather, heated seats, dual airbag.

BUY IT

OR

MSRP
DISCOUNT
SPECIAL PRICE

-$7 $57,7713
80

'90 EAGLE PREMIER ES

$8,900

*49,970

Automatic, all buttons, only 54xxx miles

AU.

For 36 Months

Closed End Lease. total ol payments $24,120.72. Residual value $31.773 50
Sales tax II luxury tax not inckiditd. First payment arid $700 securrty depose due at
lease motiptvon.

$13,500

'91 HONDA ACCORD EX
Four door, automatic, black, focal, one owner

$7,900

'93 FORD FESTIVA GL
Snarpi

LEASE IT
$670°2

0

cassette, alloy wheels, warranty

$13,500

'90 OLDS TOURING

Four door, leather, alloy wheels; every option, low miles

$8,900

'92 PONTIAC SUNBIRD LE
Two door, automatic, stereo, power locks

$13,900

'93 OLDS CIERA S
Air bag, power seat. V-6, all buttons

'88 FORD BRONCO II
Extra nice XLT, automatic, all options, low miles

$8,900

'93 PONTIAC GRAND AM SE

'92 FORD MUSTANG LX
Automatic, three door, all power, 33xxx mites

$9,900

'93 MERCURY SABLE GS

'92 NISSAN HARDBODY

$9,900

$13,900

Sharp two-door, V6, power windows, locks, cassette, cruise

$14,900

Dual air bags, power seat, windows & locks, like new!

Nice truck! 5-speed, air, stereo, 24xxx miles

$15,900

'92 NISSAN MAXIMA GXE
Pearl, loaded, MUST SEEP

$10,500

'91 HONDA CRX DX

i
Dear Editor
Thank you for making the memorial gospel sing on in Jerry's memory a
big success. To all our business friends who contributed so generously-our
profound "Thank You."
To the Murray Association of Life Underwriters, we extend our thanks
for creating and carrying out an activity that incorporated the love of music
that Jerry possessed.
The Jerry Bolls Scholarship fund continues to grow monetarily: it will
soon begin to serve the youth of our community.
Our family continues to be in awe of the many ways our friends and
community have served and helped us. There's no place quite like Murray.
Karen Bolls
Kacie & Jeremy Bolls
Lee & Kelly Bolls Mackey
1533 London Dr.
Murray, KY

Mott gets scholarship

$13,900

'90 MAZDA 929 S

$10,900

'91 HONDA CIVIC LX
Four door, pwr. windows, locks, tilt, cruise, cassette

Supercharged, all the buttons, keyless entry, warranty

$11,500

'90 CELICA CT UFTBACK

$17,900

'93 THUNDERBIRD SUPER COUPE

Automatic, cassette, power windows, locks

$19,900

'93 CAMARO Z28
Automatic, CD player, power seat, loaded

$11,900

'93 CHEVY BERETTA
V-6. automatic, tilt, cruise. ABS brakes

621,900

'92 BMW 325.A

Four door, automatic, weD maintained, we sold new!

S11,900

'89 HONDA ACCORD SEI
Automatic, leather, 52,800 miles, local 1 owner

$22,900

'94 GRAND CHEROKEE

Lassiter and
Miller given
state honors

All power options, alloy wheels, new car trade!

810,900

'89 GMC SAFARI SLE
Quad seats, all power options, local trade

$22,900

'90 BMW 325IC
Convertible, automatic, leather, 47,200 miles

$12,500

'90 HONDA PRELUDE SI
Bright red, automatic, custom wheels, nice!

$11,900

'93 NISSAN SENTRA XE
Automatic, cruise, stereo, 4-door, bright red

'92 PLYMOUTH LASER AS
Automatic, cassette, cruise, windows, 25xxx miles

$12,900

824,900

'92 BMW 525 A
Black, automatic, phone, ail records, we sold newt

7
/4ald
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"WHERE REAL VALUE IS A MATTER OF PRIDE"
3201 Park Avenue • Paducah • 502-444-6632
See D.J. Alatchem, Bill Wells, Curtis Newborn, or Carolyn Smith.

FRANKFORT -- James M. Lassiter and RobertO.Miller of Murray
were honored as Senior Counselors
Thursday, June 23, 1994, by the
Kentucky Bar Association at its
annual meeting in Lexington. Lassiter is a 1949 graduate of the
University of Kentucky College of
Law and Miller is a 1951 graduate
of the University of Louisville
School of Law.
Senior Counselors are those attorneys who have practiced law for
50 years or reached the age of 75.
Thirty-eight KBA members who
have achieved that distinction in
1994 were recognized at a luncheon
where they each received a certificate and were the subject of a video
tribute.

FROM BUILDER'S RISK
TO TOOL & EQUIPMENT,

North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4976
A42
•Q 104
+J 975
WEST
EAST
•J
+Q1032
K QJ 97
p1065
•9862
•73
K Q3
+10642
SOUTH
4 A K 854
83
•A K J 5
+A8
The bidding:
South West
North East
2V
244
Pass
44
Opening lead -king of hearts.
Safety plays come in all shapes
and sizes, and are necessary for successful play. Sometimes, though,
declarer must not be so carried away
with guarding against an unfavorable division that he winds up more
sorry than safe.
Take this case where South was
in four spades and West led the king
of hearts. Declarer won with
dummy's ace and, intent on guarding against a4-1trump division, the
only real threat to his contract, led
the nine of spades and let it ride
after East followed low.
West won with the jack, cashed
the heart queen and continued with
the jack. Declarer ruffed and mulled
over how to handle the remaining

One possibility was to cross to
dummy with a diamond,lead a trump
and repeat the finesse. This would
succeed if East had all the remaining spades, but would lose if West
had started with two or three spades
including a second honor card. In
that case, South would lose two
spades, a heart and a club for down
one.
South decided that the remaining spades were much more likely to
be divided2-1than3-0,so he cashed
the ace. When West showed out,
declarer had to lose another trump
trick, and he finished down one.
South had the right idea about
protecting against a4-1trump break,
but he went about it the wrong way.
A superior approach was to cash the
spade ace first and then lead a low
spade to dummy's nine.
In the actual deal, East wins
with the ten, but declarer later picks
up East's remaining spade honor via
a finesse and winds up with ten
tricks.
The suggested play has more to
recommend it than the obvious advantage of averting a guess on the
second round oftrumps.It is also the
correct play mathematically. Cashing the ace first guards against
West's having started with the
singletnn 10, jack or queen, while
the first-round finesse wins only
when West started with the singleton two or three.The odds are therefore 3 to2 in favor of playing the ace
first.

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
0

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED!

Did You Know
We Have Men's...

Total Insurance Protection for Residential
Contractors, Subcontractors and Remodelers
• Builder's Risk • General Liability
• Workers'Compensation
•Commercial Package Policy • Commercial
Automobile • Umbrella • Tenant Occupied
Dwelling • Electronic Data Processing
Policy • Installation Floater•Tool &
Equipment•Trade-in/Unsold Dwelling
• Purchase Under Contract • Model Home
• Model Home Contents

•

The Better Way

Luxury Sedan, Leather, Only 45,700 miles.

Automatic, air, only 25xxx miles

Sara Klaus. a 1994 graduate of
Murray High School, has been
awarded four scholarships for the
1994-95 academic year at Murray
State University.
Klaus, daughter of Gene and
Mary Klaus of Murray. has been
awarded a $1.1160 University Scholarship, a $750 Achievement
Award, a $300 Math Department
Scholarship, and a $250 Bertrand
Ball Memorial Scholarship. The
University Scholarship covers full
tuition and is renewable for a total of
four years provided certain
acadernic standards are maintained.
Recipients of this award must be
National Merit Semi-finalists or
have a minimum composite ACT
score of 27 and rank in the top
percent of their class. University
Scholars are eligible to participate
in the Honors Program at MSU.
Klaus plans to double major in
Spanish and mathematics in preparation for a career in teaching after
graduation from Murray State.
While in high school, she was a
member of the band, having served
as treasurer, vice president and
color guard captain. Klaus was also
a member of the choir, Academic
Club and performed in the senior
play. As a member of the Spanish
Club,she served as secretary. Klaus
received several excellent and
superior ratings at solo and ensemble band festivals, as well as awards
at Foreign Language Festivals. She
was also an attendant of the Congressional Youth Leadership Conference held in Washington, D.C.
Scholarships are
presented
through the Murray State University
Scholarship Office.

Stephanie Mott, a 1994 graduate
of Murray High School, has been
awarded two scholarships for the
1994-95 academic year at Murray
State University.
Mott, daughter of Kenneth and
Vanessa Mott of Murray, has been
awarded a $1,860 Achievement
Award and a $750 People's Bank
Scholarship. Students are awarded
Achievment Awards based on their
accomplishments during high
school.
Mou plans to major in pre-pharmacy and music performance.
Upon graduation from Murray
State, she plans to attend pharmacy
school.
STEPHANIE MOTT
While in high school, Mou was a
Language
member of the school chorus, gional and state Foreign
Festivals.
Academic Club, Academic Team,
presented
Scholarships are
Governor's Cup Team, Spanish
State University
Murray
through
the
Club and Spanish Chorus. As an
SARA KLAUS
active member of the marching Scholarship Office.
band, she was also involved in the
concert, pep, and jazz bands. Mott
was selected to perform in the Quad
State Band and All District Band.
Her performances earned superior
Tomorrow: Test your play.
ratings. In addition, Mott received
several first place awards in re- South dealer.
trumps.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

703 Jefferson
Paducah, KY
442-3533
1-800-599-8274

•Eastland
•Stacy Adams
•Nunn Bush
•Street Cars
•Dexter

100 8. 5th St.

753-9419
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Income tax
information
now by phone
Information about your Kentucky individual income tax refund
is now only a telephone call away.
The Kentucky Revenue Cabinet
(KRC) has recently installed an
automated refund and tax information pilot system.
Taxpayers, who filed individual
income tax returns after March 30
can learn the statues of their income
tax refund by dialing (502) 5641600. The hours ofoperation for the
KRC pilot system we 5 a.m. to 1
am. (EST), seven days a week.
The new KRC pilot system is for
refund inquiries only. Information
about pay returns is not available
through the system. A taxpayer,
calling from a touchtone telephone,
must enter the first Social Security
Number appearing on their label or
tax return and amount of the refund
to the nearest dollar.
KRC plans to have the automated
refund and tax information system
in place for the entire 1994 filing
season.

Future Fighter volunteer Dennis Hatless, right, hands over a box of petition
signatures to Lionel "Skip" Johns during a recent trip to Washington. Johns
Is assistant director of technology for the White House. The signatures are
from a national petition drive in support of the space station and were
collected in all 50 states. The local Future Fighter is Becky Woiclechowski.

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway County

On Palm Sunday, March 27,
severe weather hit portions of the
South. Tornadoes left a path of
destruction in several states. One of
the hardest hit was Alabama.
When it was decided that the
destruction was more than their
local Red Cross Chapter could
handle, National Red Cross called
out disaster volunteers from other
chapters. 'They called for seven
ERVs (Emergency Response Vehicles). One of those called out was
from the Calloway County Chapter.
Ruth and Mel Day were the
Disaster Volunteers who took the
ERV. After a flurry of paperwork
and hastily packing their suitcases,
they left for Huntsville, Ala. March
29.
At this point, we'll let Ruth and
Mel tell their story of what occurred
on their trip:
"the morning after arriving in
Alabama, we were assigned to the
office in Gadston; where we reported to the Mass Care Supervisor.
From there we were assigned to a
warehouse in Gadston. For the first
two days we serviced FEMA Centers and Red Cross Service Centers.
"The seven ERVs covered seven
counties starting with Shelby
County at Birmingham. Our area
ended with the Georgia/Tennessee
lines.
"The Calloway County Chapter
ERV was assigned to Dekalb
County Alabama, where the worst
destruction occurred. A tornado cut
a path two miles long and 1/4 mile
wide, completely destroying everything in its path. This is a farming
community and where a number of
farms and chicken areas had been
there was nothing left. It destroyed
all the trees and even moved the
tombstones around in the cemetery.
Everything was wiped out with the
exception of Antioch Baptist
Church, which was having Palm
Sunday services when the tornado
hit. The sanctuary was damaged but
no one was hurt.
"Starting with Easter Sunday and
continuing for a week, we served
meals from the Fellowship Hall of
the Antioch Church to all the victims and those working in the area.
We had help serving meals from the
ladies in the church. All the meals
were prepared by the Hardin
County Baptist Brotherhood of Alabama from food furnished by the
American Red Cross.
"We worked, not only with feeding but seeing that their other neivis
were met by referring them to the
Red Cross Family Service Center,
Health Nurses,or to Mental Health.
"We were there for a week and
while we were there, the people of
that area were our only concern. We
didn't think about what was going
on at home. Our foucs was on those
around us. We became very close to
the victims and the other workers.
They became like family to us.
There was a lot of hugs and tears on
both sides when we left.
"When National Red Cross decided that the immediate needs were
met, we cleaned out our warehouse
and trucks, put everything away and
came home. Those with further
needs were left in the very capable
hands of the Family Service Center
who will see to those needs.
"Even after 12 years of disaster
V/Ofk. our hearts are still soft tow.
ads the victims and this disaster
was no different—we still call back
to see how the people are. That's
what Red Cross is--caring and sharing."

••••• • ..

1994 Chevrolet Beretta

Driverside Air Bag
Antilock Brakes

Cloth Interior
Rear Window Defroster

Driver's Side Air Bag
Anti-Lock Brakes

Rear VVinaow Defogger
Air Condonings

Dr. Tom Auer, dean of the Murray State University College of industry and
Technology, presents a certificate to Peggy Billington, representing the
American Red Cross in Murray, for completing a recent earthquake college
hosted by Murray State. During the one-day session, government and
Industry officials studied the principles of emergency operations centers and
Incident command.

y_cD We are proud to use
Aig9recycled newsprint.
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Plaza
Olympic
Hwy. 6.11 N.

ro-F 9 a.m.-8
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Disclaimer: All payments calculated at 60 mos.. 51,000 down cash or trade, 7.9% APR, Taxes, Title &
Ucense additional reapproved credit.
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"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company"
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NBA FINALS

Rockets delight city
with first NBA crown
By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer

MARK

YOUNG Leclger S Tires pho:o

STEP LATE — Adam Glisson of Kopperud Realty secures an out against Dustin Hargrove of Fraternal
- )rder of Police in a Bronco League game Wednesday night. FOP, however, managed to take a 10-9 win.

HOUSTON (AP) — The city
of Houston cares not a bit that
the Rockets had the lowest scoring average of any team — winner or loser — in NBA Finals
history.
Houston cares only that it has a
winner at last.
Wednesday night's 90-84 victory in the seventh game ended
years of frustration, not only by
the Rockets but also the NFL's
Oilers and baseball's Astros.
Defense — nose-to-nose,
shoulder-to-shoulder, hip-to-hip
- dominated the championship
series from start to finish. But
despite averaging just 86.1
points, the Rockets prevailed, primarily by holding the New York
Knicks to 86.8 and winning the
closest games.
"1 don't have words to explain
and describe what it feels like,"
coach Rudy Tomjanovich said.
"It's almost like being in a
dream, with all the wonderful
things that have happened this
year."
In truth, Tomjanovich's happiness stems more from the fact
that he had a Dream than he was

in a dream.
before we won a championship
Hakeem Olajuwon, called
because I always played to win,"
Dream by his teammates, became
Olajuwon said. "This was all the
the first player in NBA history to
result of teamwork."
win regular-season Most ValuAfter the first six games of the
able Player, Defensive Player of series, the Rockets were even 3-3
the Year and Finals MVP as he
despite a lack of teamwork. Olaled the Rockets in scoring in juwon's 27-point average was 15
every game.
points more than his nearest
Yet the series was so exhaustteammate.
ing physically and emotionally
But guards Vernon Maxwell,
that Olajuwon didn't even have
Kenny Smith and Sam Cassell
the strength to celebrate in the
came through in Game 7, just in
frenzied moments after the game. time to extend the number of
With people screaming and hug- consecutive games won by the
ging all around him, Olajuwon
home team in seventh playoff
spent several moments just sitting games to 20.
on the sidelines.
Maxwell scored 21 points, nine
"That was a tough battle, truly
more than his series average;
Smith's 11 more than doubled his
a championship game down to
the wire," Olajuwon said. "If six-game average of 4.7; and
Cassell's 13 exceeded his 9.5
you wrote a book, it couldn't
average.
come out any better, for this
In the first six games, the three
series, for this season. I'm so
were shooting a combined 35.3
happy to bring a championship to
percent from the field. In the
Houston. It means a lot."
seventh, they were 14-for-24,
Olajuwon finished with 25
58.3 percent.
points, 10 rebounds, seven assists
"Kenny and I talked before the
and three blocked shots in the
game that we had to step up our
final game. For the series, he
games because we knew it would
averaged 26.9 points, 9.1
make a difference," Maxwell
rebounds, 3.6 assists and 3.9
blocks.
"I felt I was a champion • See Page 11

WORLD CUP '94

i.S. team thrilled after topping Colombia
PETERS
Writer
DENA, Calif. (AP) - It was
da) soccer arrived in the United
have struggled for years and
showed we can play with any
. :he world. It's unbelievable,"
1.1,1iielder John Harkes said.
Vliat a great day. What a glorious
I lie United States, which had not
ii a World Cup game in 44 years,
.0,cd Colombia 2-1 on Wednesday,
assuring that it will advance
the second round for the first time
, ,.e 1930. Only a lopsided loss to
'eliminate
nla ort\nday
United States has arrived as a

major nation in the World Cup,ward Eric Wynalda declared. "1 feel
we will go on from here."
The United States' victory came
against a team considered the best from
South America coming into the tournament. and 3 legitimate title contender.
was no nuke as the American:
kultpla ed the ('olombians_
"A thing that one time seemed like
a dream, now we have made it come
true." coach Bora Milutinovic said.
After it was over, the crowd of
at the Rose Bowl gave the
American team a standing ovation that
lasted almost five minutes, as the players waved and hugged and danced on
the. field.
"This is the greatest thing in the
world for soccer in America," said

Griffey's homer breaks
mark set by Ruth in '30
ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP) — Ken Griffey Jr. appears to he altnost
embarrassed by the comparisons to Babe Ruth and all the attention
h,.• is getting — except from,' his mother.
Ciriffey hit his 31st home run Wednesday night, breaking the
Bambino's record for most homers before the end of June and leadmg the Seattle Mariners over California 12-3.
'My mom told me before the game, 'If you do it, do it tonight,'
hecause she was watching on television in Cincinnati," Griffey
said.
Alberta Griffey got her wish when her son connected in the sixth
1 ,.ning, surpassing the mark that Ruth set in 1928 and duplicated in
r9t).
F(iitli needed 63 games to reach 30 homers in .1928 and 68 games
'
It in 1930. Griffey did it in the Mariner' 70th game of the
k•iison, and is on a pace that would shatter Roger Mans' 1961
record of 61 homers — with a 31-ounce bat.
"You couldn't catch that unless you had a ticket," Angels manager Marcel Lachemann said.
Griffey had gone four games without a home run, his thirdlongest drought of the season, and look an extra half-hour of batting braLtice in an effort to shorten hiMtroke,Along with his solo
1,0mer, he had an RBI double and a run-scoring grounder.
"It's something to be proud of," Seattle manager Lou Piniella
said "This is something that has stood the test of time. I've never
Babe Ruth hit, but we're possibly seeing a new one in the
Griffey has seven homers in his last 12 games. ()I Griffey's 31
homers, 22 have been measured at more than 400 feet.
--

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
* Financing Available *
'Murray's Friendly Horne Stereo Dealer'
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Uniden • Toshiba

SOUND DESIGNS
AUDIO/VIDEO
11011Cialdwaier Rd. Mornay

734.1103

WORLD CUP '94
FIRST ROUND
GROUP A
W L T
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
ma
0 2 0
Wednesday, June 22
Al Pontiac, Mich.
and 4 14.0.,,aq a
Al Pasadena, Calif.
51a-es 2 Cc.,crnoa 1
Sunday, June 26
At Pasadena, Calif.
a at Uf.el:
r. States 305 p in
At Stanford, Calif.
auia0 as GoLombia 305 p.m

GF
5
3
4
2

GA Ns
2 4
2 4
5 3
5 0

Ilarkes, who grew up in New Jersey
hut plays in Eugland since the United
has no major leagues.
The Americans played with great
determination and emotion, and afterard, they seemed stunned by what
they had accomplished.
• Ernie Stewart, who scored the deci-

sive U.S. goal, said he/didn't have time
to weigh what was unfolding until after
the final whistle.
"I was at the bench and started to
think about it and I started crying," he
said. "My first World Cup game, my
first goal. It was a once-in-a-lifetime
thing for me. ... But now I hope there
are more.
"We're definitely going for first
place in our group; we don't want to
think second or third place."
Defender Paul Caligiuri, who scored
the goal that beat Trinidad & Tabago
in 1989 and put the United States in
the World Cup for the first time since
1950, said this victory was even more
significant.
"This is the greatest victory ever for
the United States," Caligiuri said.

Error costs Braves
The Associated Press
Against the New York Mets, Atlanta's Greg
Nladdux had - his usual. pinpoint control.
Throv‘ing to first base was another matter.
The two-time ('y Young winner appeared to
be breezing to his 11th victory Wednesday
night when he gave up four runs in the eighth
inning and lost a 5-2 decision to the Mets.
Nladdux threw fuel on the Mets' fire with a
costly _throwing error to first that allowed two
of the runs to score.
"I just made a had throw," Maddux said.

,-No excuses. I launched it."
Maddux had retired 16 batters in a row and
was leading 2-1 before the Mets rallied in the
eighth. Pinch-hitter Shawn Hare knocked in
the tying run with a single before Maddux's
wild throw allowed the Mets to go ahead.
Fernando Vina sacrificed, but raced all the
way to third as Ryan Thompson and Hare
scored when Maddux (10-3) threw wide of
first into the right field bullpen area. Jose
Vizcaino then drove in Vina with a sacrifice
fly.

MSU signee
still a Racer,
NCAA rules
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
After a few months of confusion, and a
partial fax, Murray State men's basketball
signee Quennon Echols is definitely going
to be a Racer in the fall.
Echols, a 6-11 shot blocking center from
Brown-Mackie College in Salina, Kan.,
confused officials at Murray State and
Texas-Pan American in May when he
apparently signed national letters-of-intent
at both schools.
On Wednesday, however, an NCAA
committee headed by Fred Jacoby ruled
that Murray State actually had the complete later, keeping Echols a Racer.
"He was happy as a kid on Christmas
day when Nikita (Racer coach Nikita Johnson) called him yesterday," said Raced
basketball coach Scott Edgar.
"I've known about this since late April
or the first of May, but we've always felt
good because we knew where he wanted to
go," said Edgar, who announced Echols'
signing on May 4.
Around the time he signed with the Racers, Echols received a letter-of-intent via
fax from Texas-Pan American of the Sun
Belt Conference. Echols signed the letter at
the request of his coach.
"We signed him to a letter-of-intent, but
at the same time, his coach (Francis Flax)
wanted him to go to Pan American and
they signed him to a fax sheet."
According to Edgar, the fax sheet was
only a partial letter-of-intent, leaving out

IMO

•

• See Page 11

Unknowns advance at Wimbledon
By DAVID CRARY
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
Bryan Shelton had never
heaten a Top Five player. MorocLo's Karim Alaini had never won
a set on grass, and no one_ from
his country had ever won at
Wimbledon.
But in a Wimbledon jolted by

Golf
S300
9 Holes
$500
18 Holes
Weekends & Holidays
S4.00
9 Holes
$7.00
18 Holes
Carts $3 00 ea 9 Holes

Salliaaa 4
Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center
• Golf Lessons - $15 •
Practice Range
Miniature Golf

753-1152

early surprises, perhaps it's fitting he two play each other in
one of the unlikeliest secondround matches possible.
Shelton, ranked 120th in the
world, overwhelmed No. 2
Michael Such in straight sets
Wednesday. Less noticed, but
just as astonishing, was the
100th-ranked Alami's straight-set

Si 75

$1.00. $200 8 $350 Buckets
50c
Batting Cages

N. 16th St., Murray

a.•Fr- •

014•6

victory in his Grand Slam debut
over Sweden's Magnus Larsson.
Larsson, ranked 24th, was a
semifinalist at the French Open
this month and had played four
previous Wimbledons. The
21-year-old Moroccan had played
only once before on grass, two
weeks ago, losing to Japan's Shu-

1.0

But Alami — who upset Pete
Sampras at a tournament in Qatar
in January — defied the odds
with a determined 7-6 (7-4), 7-6
(7-3), 7-5 victory over Larsson.
Shelton, playing some of the
best tennis of his career,
embarassed Stich 6-3, 6-3, 6-4.

afthi•

MADE IN
THE U.S.A.
Compare The Quality - Compare the Price.
OPEN
Mon Fri
7-5
Sat 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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LOCAL BASEBALL
BRONCO LEAGUE
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In Wednesday night's first game, Fraternal Order of Police edged
Kopperud Realty 10-9. For FOP, Adam Scott doubled and singled,
Chad Canerdy and Aron Stewart both singled twice, Joey McDaniel
had a two-run double and Wes Alexander and Lucas Miller both
singled. For Kopperud, James Marshall had a two-run triple and a
double, Tom Leary had a triple and a two-run single, Charles Scott
doubled and Mike Potter singled. Miller was the winning pitcher,
striking out 10.
•In the second game, Kroger handed Office Products its first
loss of the season, 9-8 on a game-winning two-run double by Chase
Wallace. Joey Darnell and Ryan Norsworthy each had a two-run double, Chris Felts singled twice and William Vince and Larry Stubblefield added a hit each. For Office Products, Josh Harcourt doubled
and singled, Cliff Darnell had a two-run triple, Derrick McCuiston and
Jeff Slinker both had RBI doubles, and Jay McGehee, Jason Haley,
Brad Thurmond and Chad McLaren had one hit each. Norsworthy
was the winning pitcher.
On Tuesday, Office Products defeated MicroAge 11-3. For
Office Products, Jason Haley singled, Josh Harcourt and Brad Thurmond had two doubles, Cliff Darnell had a double and triple and Clint
Kear had a double and single. Also, Chad Greer doubled and Jeff
Slinker singled. For MicroAge, Eric Villaflor tripled, Elijah Orr doubled
and Fulton Hart singled.
• In Tuesday's second game, Pioneer Convenience defeated
C&C Carriers 6-5. Aaron Cowan picked up the win for Pioneer. At
the plate, Brandon Williams had a double and single, while Matt
Leet, Matt Stone and Cowan all had two singles. For C&C, Justin
Garland had a triple and single and Chris Hudspeth had a double.

CALLOWAY EXPRESS
The Express moved their record to 10-6 on the year with a 12-10
win over Mayfield Post 26 at the Ty Holland Field Tuesday night.
The game started with the Express scoring three runs in the first
inning on a two-out rally. Sean Waller walked, Jason Fite singled,
Shane Schroader doubled Waller home and Jarod Fite singled home
Jason Fite and Schroader.
The Express added five more runs in the fourth inning to go up
8-0. Jarod Fite walked, followed by back-to-back singles from David
Ward and Travis Anderson. With one out, Elcana Williams doubled,
bringing home Fite and Ward. One out later, Waller hit a _three-run
homer.
Mayfield got on the board with single runs in the fourth and fifth
innings, but the Express answered with one run in their half of the
fifth and two more in the sixth to go up 11-2.
Mayfield then attempted a comeback, but fell short, losing by two
runs.
The Express was led on the hill by winning pitcher Tommie Staley,
who got help from Josh Peck, Joe Alderdice and Waller.
Schroader was 3 for 5 at the plate with two RBIs; Waller was
walked four times and scored four runs; Jason Fite was 2 for 6 and
Jarod Fite was 2 for 5 with three runs batted in.
The Express will be back in action tonight, facing Evansville at the
old city park at 7.

.
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PONY LEAGUE

I

J.H. CHURCHILL defeated Calvert el 9-3. For J.H. Churchill,
Michael Parker and Micah Cathey each had three hits. Cathey was
the winning pitcher.
sin the second game, J.H. Churchill downed Calvert #2 24-8. For
J.H. Churchill, Billy McCarthy had three hits, Michael Parker doubled,
Chris Hendricks had two hits; Andy Sheridan had two hits and Mitch
Ryan homered over the fence. Sheridan was the winning pitcher.

said.
"Our guards took a lot of
negative press during the series,
but without a guard stepping up
late in games, we couldn't have
done it," Tomjanovich said.
Smith and Maxwell each made
3-pointers that had to be demoralizing for the Knicks. Smith
banked in a desperation shot late
in the first half with the shot
clock about to expire, and Maxwell hit a 3-pointer with 1:48 left
that gave the Rockets an 83-75
lead, the first real inkling that the
title was really theirs.
"When I hit that, I felt the
game was ours," Maxwell said.
"I shot it with a lot of confidence
and it was the biggest shot of my
career."
Smith's performance was vindication for him after a series in
which he shared playing time
with Cassell, a rookie. Smith
often was overmatched by Knicks
guard Derek Harper, who scored
23 points in the final game.
"This is 20 times greater than
I thought it would be," Smith
said. "It's a feeling that you have
accomplished what you have
dreamed of all your life."
John Starks, whose 16 points
in the fourth quarter of Game 6
nearly were enough to give the
Knicks their first championship
since 1973, didn't come close to
matching that performance Wed-

Jane Rogers Ins.
Ito me bre your family instrance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

7534827
Like •good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Slate Fans insurance Companies
Home Office*: Bloomington, Illinois
hationei Linea
East 01111151011
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Los Angeies
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36
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Coorado
33
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3
30 41
123 6
San FrancOco
San Diego
28 43
394 8
Wednesday's Games
Montreal 6 St Louis 4
San Diego 7 Los Angeles 6
Coicirado 14. Houston 5
Chicago at Florida. cod ran
PinsOurgh 5. Philadelphia 4
Channel, 4 San Franosco 3
Nes Yon' 5. Manta 2
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Swill 8-4) at Cincinnati Smiley
5-81 11 35 am
Chicago leanks 2-61 at Florida (Rapp 4-21 12 35
,11
Only games scheduled
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Wednesday's GOMM,
Neer York 9, Minnesota 2
Clevelarid 9. Detroit 6
Chicago 4. Texas 0
Mtveauluse 9. Balbrnore 2
Boston 3. Toronto 2
Seattle 12. California 3
Kansas City 10. Oakland 1
Thursday's Games
Kansas City (Cone 10-3) at Oakland (WM 4-7),
215 pm
Chicago (Bore 8-2) at Seattle (Hibbard 1-4). 9-05
Om
Only games scheduled
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FROM PAGE 10
many of the 16-18 items covered
in a valid letter.
At the same time, Murray State
received a complete letter from
Echols through registered mail
that was signed by the player and
his mother.
"There are about four pages to
a letter-of-intent," Edgar said,
"and they (Pan Am) didn't produce all four pages."
Echols, from Panama City,
Fla., verbally committed to the
Racers after his official visit in
February, but didn't sign until
May.
"His coach (Flax) has been
pressuring him," Edgar said.
"Who knows what they told him
to sign. He (Echols) was even
going to visit Hawaii to satisfy
his coach."

GOODS
SPORTING
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Chestnut St.
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Sponsored By:

nesday night.
Starks missed 16 of 18 shots,
including all 11 from 3-point
range, and finished with eight
points. After being fined SI0,000
for failing to meet with the media
on Tuesday, Starks declined to
discuss his performance in Game
7
"You win as a team and lose
as a team," Harper said. "We
were trying to get the ball to him
so he could get an easy shot. I'll
take John Starks on my basketball team any day."
Despite the loss, the Knicks
showed the resilience that carried
them as far as a team can go
without winning a championship.
The Rockets led by seven or
eight points a total of seven times
in the fourth quarter, but New
York battled to the end.
"I've never been more proud
of a group of guys and the effort
they made," Knicks coach Pat
Riley said.
With 15 seconds left and the
Rockets leading 86-78, the NBA
was handing out championship
caps to Houston's reserves during
• timeout.
Two 3-pointers got the Knicks
within four points, but free
throws kept the Rockets safely
ahead.
"It seemed like it was a boxing match," Tomjanovich said.
"You take a haymaker, you take
a couple of steps back and then
you come back at them."

•MSU...

11

SCOREBOARD

•Rockets delight...
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Murray

753-8844

20 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE
In Appreciation for your business and support for the last twenty years, we are
having a week long sale...Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on special
for that day only. A grand prize of a $250 gift certificate will be given away Saturday,
June 25 at 9 p.m.
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MONDAY

June 20

mas

NIKE DAY
Includes all Nice shoes, apparel and accessones

aced

TUESDAY

,pril
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RUNNERS DAY
Includes all running shorts, Urnbro shorts, lees
shoes, nylon suits, and warm-ups
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WEDNESDAY

June 22

REEBOK DAY

20%50%

Includes all Reebok shoes, apparel and accessories
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THURSDAY

June 23

was
out

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL
DAY
JERSEY/SWIM
T-shirts; all gloves, bats,

Includes all Jerseys and
baseball shoes, coaches shorts and softball pants
MI Speedo accessories.

1
SATURDAY
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atar
odds
, 7-6
sson.

STOREWIDE SALE

June 25

Includes all merchandise in the store

20%50%

OFF

June 20-25

f the
reer,
6-4.

EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK 'THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH ITEMS
WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.

McDonald's
107 North 12th
DATE: Saturday
June 25th TIME: 4:00-8:00 p.m.

—
—
—
—

Drawing or the $250 Gift Certificate wM be at 9 p.m. Saturday night
No purchase necessary.
Need not be present to win.
Hours: 9 ain -6 p.m_ Mon.-Sat.

McDonald's Nascar Racecar will be here on display.
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An old sport
Soccer has been played longer in the
U.S. than in any country except
Britain. In 1885, the U.S. and
Canada played the first international
match outside the British Isles.

Soccer basics
O The object of the game is to put the
ball in the net with any part of the
body except the hands and arms.
0Each team starts 11 players from
its roster of 22.
O Each team is allowed to substitute
the goalkeeper and two other players.
0Each goal counts for one point.
0Each game consists of two
45-minute halves with no timeouts.
The referee keeps the official time
and adds Injury time" at the end of
each half to compensate for play
stoppages.

1993 Super Bowl.
The World Cup, which is held every
four years, will be in the United States
for the first time this summer with games
in nine cities. Twenty-four countries will
play 52 games from June 17 to July 17 to
determine soccer's world champion.

orldwide, more people watch
soccer than any other sport.
Roughly one billion television
viewers in 167 countries tuned in to watch
the 1990 World Cup finals between
Germany and Argentina, almost four times
the 253 million who watched the

The ball must
fully cross the
goal line.

When the ball goes over
the endline, the other team
gets a goal kick from a
spot on the six-yard box.

Penalty kick
Taken from the
12-yard spot by a
team after it is fouled
inside the penalty
area.

On the field

Goal

Goal kick

Fouls
When soccer was young, brute
force and violence were the norm.
Now,conduct has been regulated
with a list of offenses, called
fouls. Referees may penalize the
offending team by awarding the
opponenets a free kick.

Direct kick awarded
Fouls include:
0 kicking or attempting
to kick an opponent
0tripping
C)jumping at an opponent
C) charging an opponent in a
violent or dangerous manner
0 striking or spitting at opponent
0 holding
C) pushing
0 handling the ball

Indirect kick awarded
Thro

Field

After
out of
sideli
didn't
bou •
Both feet
ground and r
must be simu
with both arms.

One-yard arcs are
drawn in the four
corners of the field.
Corner kicks may be
taken from any place
inside the arc.

Some examples of fouls:

Field positions
Skills
Dribbling
Player
pushes the
ball ahead
and keeps
kicking it
downfield as
he tries to get
by defenders.

Heading
Player strikes the ball with his
forehead, sometimes twisting
his head to put it in the corner
of the net.

For World Cup
games, the field is
75 yards wide and
115 yards long,
except at Giants
Stadium and the
Pontiac Silverdome,
where the fields will
be several yards
narrower.

Each team puts 11 players on the field. Midfielders
run an average of seven miles a game. Strikers and
fullbacks run five miles, defenders four miles and
goalkeepers two-and-a-half miles.

Goalkeepers
Must be athletic, quick and usually are tall and good jumpers.
They also must be able to both lock and punt the ball 70-80
yards downfield.

Each half opens at
the center spot, and
that is where the
ball is put after
each goat.

Defenders
Helps if they are tall, so they can head the ball away when it's
in front of the net. Also helps if they are big and able to knock
down the opposing team's forwards. The central defenders
usually guard the other team's forwards. Many teams allow
their outside defenders to push forward as wings.

Penalty arc exists
to keep players 10
yards from the ball
at the taking of a
penalty kick.

Sweepers
Most teams usually use one defender as a sweeper, or libero,
who is given the freedom to roam to any part of the field.

Midfleiders
Must have good peripheral vision, able to spot forwards who
are free and pass the ball to them. Also must be able to move
back and help the defenders.

A foul inside the
penalty area results in
a penalty kick.
Penalty kicks are
taken from the penalty
spot ,12 yards from
the goal line.

Forwards
Their jobs are to put the ball in the net. They must be rugged,
since defenders knock them down often. They also must be
able to outjump defenders and goalkeepers to score on
crossing passes. They usually have tremendous speed,
allowing them to outrun defenders.

Trapping
Player brings ball
under control using
foot, thigh, chest
and head.

Goal(8 feet high, 24 feet wide)

Referee signals
Passing
Players pass the ball to
each other over both short
and long distances as they move
down the field. Accuracy and timing
are key. Kicking with the toe makes
it impossible to control the ball, so
virtually every other part of the foot
is used to pass.

Equipment
Soccer players can be outfitted
inexpensively, which is why it is
popular with schools.IA

A referee is in charge of the match. He
enforces rules, maintains order, keeps score
and acts as timekeeper. Because emotions can
run high during a game, his job can be a
hazardous one. He works with two linesmen,
one on each side of the field. They signal the
referee when he is unable to see a play.

Indirect
kick

Direct or Goal
penalty kick
(points at spot)

Yellow Card
(Caution)
0excessive
fouling
dissent
0unsportsmanlike
conduct

o

Linesman
signals

Red Card
(Ejection)
0violent conduct
taclding from
behind
0 using foul language
o given a second
yellow card

I tMt41
No goal

Fouls include:
0 playing dangerously
(example: attempting to play
the ball while it's in the
. goalie's hands)
0 when not playing the ball,
obstructing an opponent
the goalkeeper taking more
than four steps with the ball
delay of game

Time-out

Offside

Kicking

Dangerous Holding Steps by the Tripping Unsportsmangoalkeeper
play
like conduct

The referee can
overrule the
linesmen. Flags
draw referee's
attention.

Offside

Substitution

(Note: Many of these signals not used in World Cup play.).

Offsides rule
Shoes
Ball
Leather The first
ball used was
probably a human
skull 1,700 years
ago Patterns on
modern balls
allow players to
judge ball's spin
and speed

Lightweight wittj
interchangeable
cleats for
different field
conditions.

Shin
guards

The most complex rule,
it helps keep order
around each goal. An
example:
B is not offsides
because at the '
moment A plays the
ball to him, there are
two opponents
(goalkeeper and
defender Z) between
him and the goal line.

B ts offsides because
at the moment A plays
the ball to him, he is in
front of the ball and
there are not two
opponents between
him and the goal line.

Sources AP research. Soccer Access: Soccer Rules in Pictures, NCAA

Associated Prose Karl Gude, Ron Blum, Eileen Glanton
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA
NORFOLK DIVISION
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA v. KLYNE MILTON McMAHAN,JFL, Defendant, and JACK
TUTTLE KELLAM, Defendant.
CRIMINAL NO. 93-89-N
PUBLIC NOTICE OF CRIMINAL ORDER OF FORFEITURE
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on October 18,1993,May 11,1994,and May 17,1994,the United
States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia entered orders forfeiting the above
defendants' interest in the following property to the United States of America in the case of
United States V.Klyne Milton McMahan,Jr.and Jack Tuttle Kellam,Criminal No.93-89N:
a. Approximately 143 acres on Hennecy Lane off of US. Highway 441 in Holopaw,
Florida which is more particularly described as:
That certain property conveyed to Gordon Hennecy and Kenneth Rife by Deed dated April 22,
1986 by L.A.F. Delaware Company and duly recorded in the land records of Osceola County,
Florida in Deed Book 802 at page 2362, and further conveyed by Quit-Claim Deed dated
September 25,1986 to Gordon Hennecy by Kenneth Rife and Karyn Rife and duly recorded in
the land records of Osceola County, Florida in Deed Book 816 at page 1829.
b. 1034 East Ocean View Avenue,Norfolk,Virginia which is more particularly described
as:
That certain property conveyed to Thomas T.Walsh by deed of Harvey F. Bryant,et ux,dated
February 3, 1982, and duly recorded in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of
Norfolk, Virginia in Deed Book 1570 at page 461.
c. 1048 East Ocean View Avenue, Norfolk,Virginia which is more particularly described
as:
Thatcertain property conveyed to Robert W.Long by Deed dated March 25,1987 by Thomas T.
Walsh and duly recorded in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of' the City of Norfolk,
Virginia in Deed Book 2000 at page 86, and encumbered by a Deed of Trust dated March 26,
1987 to Dominion Mortgage Center, Inc., as trustee for Dominion Federal Savings and Loan
Association, duly recorded in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of Norfolk,
Virginia in Deed Book 2000 at page 88.
d. 1050 East Ocean View Avenue, Norfolk,Virginia which is more particularly described
as:
That certain property conveyed to John G.English, III, by Deed dated November 26, 1986 by
Thomas T. Walsh and duly recorded in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of
Norfolk, Virginia in Deed Book 1969 at page 251,and encumbered by a Deed of Trust to The
First Colony Service Corporation of Norfolk,Virginia,as trustee for Life Federal Savings and
Loan Association,duly recorded in the Clerk's Office ofthe Circuit Courtofthe City ofNorfolk,
Virginia in Deed Book 1969 at page 253.
e. Unit No. 2 in King David Condominium, 1107 East Ocean View Avenue, Norfolk,
Virginia which is more particularly described as:
Unit No. 2 in King David Condominium located 1107 East Ocean View Avenue, Norfolk,
Virginia, designated and described in the Declaration of Condominium made by Grantor,
dated June 1, 1981, which Declaration is recorded in the Clerk's Office ofthe Circuit Court of
the City of Norfolk, Virginia, in Deed Book 1587,at page 47, together with an undivided six
and one quarter percent(6.25%)interestin the common elements.It being partofthe property
conveyed to the Grantor by deed of W & F Associates, dated January 30, 1981, and duly
recorded in the aforesaid Clerk's Office in Deed Book 1551 at page 75.
f. Approximately 73 acres on the County Road,six miles West of Wingo,in Hickman
County, Kentucky (the "C.J. Place") which is more particularly described as:
That certain property conveyed to Nancy L. Hernstrom by Deed dated August 3, 1984 from
C.J. Gray and his wife Naomi Gray recorded in the Clerk's Office of the County Court of
Hickman County, Kentucky, at Deed Book No. 31 page 283.
g. Approximately 3-4 acres at the intersection of State Highway 1283 and K.V. Rose
Road in Hickman County,Kentucky(the"Rose Place")which is more particularly described
as that property:
That certain property conveyed to Donald F. Knodel and his wife, Patricia A. Knodel by Deed
dated March 15, 1977 by Jackie E. Boyd and his wife, Donna Boyd, and duly recorded in
Clerk's Office of the County Court of Hickman County, Kentucky at Deed Book 81 page 192.
h. Approximately 88.77 acres at the intersection ofState Highway 58and the Jackson
Purchase Parkway in Graves County,Kentucky (the"McMasters Place") which is more
particularly described as:
That certain property transferred to William E. Murdock and wife, Victoria L. Murdock, by
land contract dated September 7, 1989 by Fred McMahan,and duly recorded in the Clerk's
Office of the County Court ofGraves County,Kentucky in Deed Book 325 page 772 being that
certain property conveyed to Fred C. McMahan by Deed dated August 16, 1982 by Charles
Waggoner, Jr., Louise M. Rowland, Garnez McMasters, Helen M. Stone, and George Stone
and duly recorded in the Clerk's Office of the County Court of Graves County, Kentucky,in
Deed Book 287 at page 43.
i. Approximately 29.88 acres on State Route 339 in Graves County, Kentucky (the
"Wheeler House") which is more particularly described as:
That certain property conveyed to William Murdock and wife, Virginia Murdock, by Deed
dated May 20, 1986 by Milton McMahan afic/a Mike McMahan and duly recorded in the
Clerk's Office of the County Court of Graves County, Kentucky at Deed Book 303 page 709.
j. Lot No. 251, Unit 3, Panorama Shores, located on Kentucky Lake in Calloway
County, Kentucky (the "Lake House") which is more particularly described as:
That certain property conveyed to Chris L.Woodard by Deed dated January 11,1988,by Jerry
M.Berry and wife,Rose Berry,and duly recorded in the Clerk's Office ofthe County Court of
Calloway County, Kentucky at Deed Book 171 at card 1452.
k. Approximately 160.34 acres on the Nichols-Watts Road in Hickman County,
Kentucky (the "Equitable Property") which is more particularly described as:
That certain property conveyed to Nancy L. Landy by Special Warranty Deed dated
September 3, 1986 by The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, and duly
recorded in the Clerk's Office of the County Court of Hickman County, Kentucky, in Deed
Book 83 at Page 578.
1, Approximately 100 acres in Hickman County, Kentucky (the "Humphreys Place")
which is more particularly described as:
That certain property conveyed to Klyne M. McMahan,Jr. by Deed dated July 29, 1967 by
Robert R. Humphreys and his wife Julia C. Humphreys and Mary J. Humphreys,and duly
recorded in the Clerk's Office of the County ofHickman County,Kentucky,in Deed Book No.
66 at page 279, to wit:
m.Approximately 11.34 acres on State Highway No.58in Hickman County,Kentucky
(the "Fields Place") which is more particularly described as:
That certain property conveyed by Indenture from Arlie Fields and Nora Fields to M.D.
Hagerty dated December 27,1984.and recorded in the Hickman County Court Clerk's Office in
Deed Book 81, page 491.
n. Approximately 10 acres on State Route 45 in Graves County, Kentucky (the
"Roberts Place") which is more particularly described as:
4 That certain property conveyed to Sonja Woodard, do Klyne McMahan, Rt. 2, Wingo
Kentucky,by Deed dated June 6,1984,and duly ofrecord in the Graves County Clerk's Office
in Deed Book 294 at page 486.
o. Patrick Henry National Bank Certificate of Deposit 6010-419-7933-40 in the original
principal amount of $100,000 in the name of Elaine Kellam.
p. Gordon Aquatics, Inc., 800 Hennecy Lane, St. Cloud, Florida 34773.
q. $150,000.00 Promissory Note from Gordon Aquatics,Inc. to Jack Kellam and related
guarantees by Gordon Hennecy and Linda Hennecy.
r.$13,400.00 United States Currency seized during the execution ofa search warrant ofthe
defendant Jack Tuttle Kellam's residence located in Bassett, Virginia.
The United Statesintends to dispose ofthe property in accordance with law. Any person,other
than the defendants, asserting any legal interest in the property may, within thirty days of the
publication ofthis notice or his receipt of notice, whichever is earlier, petition the Court pursuant
to 21 U.S.C. Section 853(n)for a hearing to adjudicate the validity of his alleged interest in the
property. This is the final publication of Notice.
Following the Court's disposition ofall petitions filed,or ifno such petitions are filed within the
time prescribed by law,the United States shall have clear title to the property and may warrant
good title to any subsequent purchaser or transferee.
Copies of all pleadings must also be served upon Helen F. Fahey, United States Attorney, by
Kent P. Porter, Assistant United States Attorney, 101 W. Main Street, Suite 8000, Norfolk,
Virginia 23510, (804) 441-6331.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
HELEN F. FAHEY
UNITED STATES A'TTORNEY
By: Kent P. Porter
Assistant United States Attorney
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR PROPOSAL
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Board of Education of the Murray Independent School District until 100 p.m., July 8,
1994 at the Board ofEducation Office,208 S.
13th Street, Murray, Kentucky, for the
purchase of:
Milk and Ice Cream Products

Nonce

Philp
Wanted

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

CPA

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines arc 2days in
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS,

Specifications and bidder qualifications
may be secured from the office of the Food
Service Director.The right to reject any and
all bids, waiver informalities and to accept
the lowest and/or best proposal is reserved
by the Board of Education.

ADVERTISEMENT FOR PROPOSAL
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Board of Education of the Murray Independent School District until 1:00 p.m., July 8,
1994 at the Board ofEducation Office,208 S.
13th Street, Murray, Kentucky, for the
purchase of:
Bread and Bakery Products
Specifications and bidder qualifications
may be secured from the office of the Food
Service Director. The right to reject any and
all bids, waiver informalities and to accept
the lowest and/or best proposal is reserved
by the Board of Education.
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final
settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway
District
Court by Mickey Boggess, Executor, of the
estate of Obera Kathleen
Boggess, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. July 5th,
1994, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court, Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final
settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway
District
Court by Earl Wade
Norsworthy, Executor,
of the estate of Donna
J. Norsworthy, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. July 5th,
1994, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Sheila
Buhmann and Melody
Myrand, Co-Administratrixes,of the estate
of Howard L. Rogers,
Sr., deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m.July 5th,1994,the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
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adsforany error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so agreeHans can be made.
RECENTLY Opened' Old
Mayfield Coin & Collectibles Buying, selling, trading, appraisals, rare coins,
gold, silver Open Wed,
Thur, Fri, Sat 10am-6prn
247-2587 Mayfield Shopping Plaza, Mayfield, KY
42066
SWEDISH STUDENT Interested in sports, computers Other Scandinavian,
European, South American, Asian High School Exchange Students arriving
August. Become a host
farnilyAISE/. Call Emilie
502) 833-3229 or
1 -800-SIBLING
MASSAGE THERAPY
Relax, release, rejuvenate
To your home service By
appointment
Dave
753-3801 Enjoy in good
health'

Lost
And Found

Selling furniture
and antiques is her
thing,
She is always wearing lots of rings.
Today history is being made,
She's been around
four decades!
HAPPY 40TH
BIRTHDAY
TERESE
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon.-Tues. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in. or
carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever.

For Irmo
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free local clam service"

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date ofqualification.
Crews
Harlan
Hodges, 1401 South
16th St., West View
Nursing Home, Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Nancy Hodges
Darnell, 32731 Wright
Road, Magnolia, TX
77355 Administratrix With - Will, Appt. 0608-94,Stephen C.Sanders, Main at Seventh
St., Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
John H. Peterson,
Route 01, Kirksey, KY
42064 Deceased, William D. Peterson,
Route 01 Kirksey, KY
42054 Executor, Appt.
06-15-94.
n2n

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion id their
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ALLIANCE

FOUND Black Lab mix
puppy with collar in K-Mar
parking lot Inquire at Read
more or call 753-2164

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 In bonus
paid monthly, quarterly &
yearly PLUS TOP MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS
Other paid benefits Vacation-Health and LifeDead head-Motellayover.
Loading & Unloading COVENANT TRANSPORT
1-800-441-4394 Solos and
students welcome

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
tractor trailer drivers. Must have minimum 2 years
OTR verifiable experience, excellent pay, major
medical, dental
and eyeglass & 5
year vested retireHome
ment.
weekends.

Excellent compensation,
creative
work environment,
unlimited opportunity for advancement.
Send resume to:
Steven G. Sacora
CPA
Rt. 1, Box 186
Sedalia, Ky. 42079
AVON Need money for
that new car or vacation'?
Be your own boss' Choose
your hours' Call now for kit
1-800-881-6798 or
1-800-484-8613 ext 8126
$$AVON$$ You can earn
$200-$2000 month Sell
where & when you like It's
not just door to door anymore Benefits available
1 - 8 0 0 - 38 8 6 3 1 1 ,
1-800-288-6311
DANCERS and waitresses
needed at The Foxy Lady in
Paris, TN Please call Charlie or Jeri at 901-644-0301
DRIVER- CHECK OUT
THE RISING STAR' OTR,
Shorthaul opportunities
home weekly (shorthaul)
assigned late model equipment, excellent pay'
benefits BURLINGTON
MOTOR CARRIERS
1-800-JOIN-BMC, EOE
DRIVERS Flatbed 48
State OTR Assigned new
conventionals, competitive
pay, benefits $1000 SignOn Bonus, Rider Program,
Flexible Time Off Call
Roadrunner Trucking
1-800-876-7784
DRIVERS- If you're looking
to change jobs. We're
looking for you J B Hunt,
One of America's largest
and most successful trucking companies, is looking
for people interested in
learning to drive a truck
After completing the required training, you can
look forward to earning up
to $26,000-$30,000 your
first year, plus comprehensive benefits, Call
1-800-845-2197, Experienced Drivers call:
1-800-368-8538. EOE/
Subject to Drug Screen.

EARN $1.000 weekly stut
fing envelopes at home
Start now no experience
Free supplies, free informa
tion no obligation Serd
SASE to VISTA Dept
79 PO Box 60650 San
Angelo TX 76906
EARN $1,000 weekly stut
fing envelopes at home No
experience
Free
information/supplies No
obligation Send sell addressed stamped enve
lope to Horizon, Dept FF
PO Box 2149, Brownwood
TX 76804
ECK MILLER EXPANDING
Need flatbed company drivers all miles paid (New
Scale) Life/Health, Rider,
Bonus Program 23 year & 1
experience
year
800-395-3510. OWNER
OPERATORS ALSO WELCOMED' Please inquire
about NEW opportunities
EDITOR POSITION The
LaRue County Herald
News, weekly newspaper.
Hodgenville. College degree in Journalsim or equivalent experience. Excellent benefits Send resume
to Jennifer Patterson, 408
West Dixie Ave , Elizabeth.
KY 42701 Deadline. June
30, 1994
ENJOY the good Mel Na
tional remodeling company
seeks two salesman Earn
$40,000* per year Two
pre-qualified appointments
issued daily No experience
necessary Company training, gas allowance, paid
vacation and monthly bonuses included Call daily
8am-5pm. 901-642-8907
ask for Mike
EXPERIENCED cook
needed at Ann's Country
Kitchen, full & part-time
Apply in person after 3prn,
Hazel, KY
EXPERIENCED Plumbers
and Drain Cleaners
Wanted Start immediately
Call 800-829-6609

EXPERIENCED carpenter
DRIVERS- Join one of the 759-9780 after 5pm
nation's fastest growing
carriers' Find out about our FRIENDLY HOME PARlucrative sign-on, perfor- TIES now has openings for
mance and industry - demonstrators No cash inleading safety bonus prog- vestment Part time hours
Call with full pay Two catalogs,
rams.
over 700 items Call
1-800-738-0708. EOE
1-800-488-4875
DRIVERS North American
Van Lines offers owner operators opportunities in two FULL-time outside elevator
elite fleets High Value Pro- supervisor. Knowledge of
ducts and Blanketwrap augers, grain legs, grain
bins & general mainteEarn top compensation
Outstanding tractor purch- nance needed Salary dease plan available Tuition- pends on experience
free trailing for lnexp driv- 753-3404.
ers Call 1-800-348-2147, LEGAL secretary, Word
Dept EP-10
Perfect a plus Send reDRIVERS, Over the Road,
conventional equipment
flats wisides 1 year experience required Start 27-34
CPM
Benefits Call
800-444-6648

1-800-782-8759

sume to PO Box 1594
Murray
LICENSED Insurance
Agents I need 5 licensed
agents to enroll on payroll
deduction, the state of Kentucky employees on a guaranteed issue Disability
program. Excellent commissions paid weekly. Call
American Bankers, James
Sutherland
1-800-524-5298

DRIVERS/OWNER OPERATORS Poole Truck Line
has immediate openings
DO you need a GED7 Do for drivers and 0/0 Drivers
you need hope for the fu- starting pay up to $ 28/mile
ture and help to get a solid with great benefits Comcareer? We have 22 JOB pany sponsored training for MURRAY Christian
openings for people 16 thru those with no experience Academy seeking KY cert
21 that are not full time high 0/0 top pay all miles 0-0 fled teachers Positions
school students. Call exc package van or flat open in 4th & 5th grade.
753-9378 Five days a week Must be 23 For more infor , day Kindergarten, part time
between 8 00am-3:00pm. call 1-800-553-9443 Dept music, & PE For applica
This project is funded by B-7
tion call 759-1255
the Job Training Partner- DRIVERS Start $ 24-$ 28
position open
PART-time
ship Act through the Ken- Raises to $ 33 Home of
tucky Department for Em- ten' Assigned convention- for a caring, loveable
ployment Services and the als Free medical-dental Christian youth director
West Kentucky Private In- $1000 tarp bonus $500 Are you mature, yet a kid at
dustry Council. This is an saftey bonus Paid vaca- heart'? Send resume to
Equal Opportunity prog- tion Retirement $300 wkly First Christian Church, 111
N 5th, Murray, KY 42071 by
ram Auxiliary aids and serduring Flatbed training
July 11, 1994 References
vices are available upon
Hornady Truck Line
required
request to individuals with 1-800 648-9664
disabilities

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Notice

Master Card

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

753-1916

Call Us Today!

...
••

DRIVERS 'Teams'
Wanted Run 15,000 mites
take a week off 'With pay"
Si 30 per mile Couples Encouraged
401K
Company paid Med Life In
surance Hook Up Inc
800-345-9371
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.
Position
Wanted

Wart
To Buy

Articles
For Bele

PERSONAL aide wanted
prefer female room &
$200 week
board
502 388 2641

ALTERATIONS repairs
and crafted T-shirts Ruth s
See and Sew Country
Square 1608 N 121 Murray 753-6981

ANTIQUES by tie piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

SPINET piano. Henry Miller
good condition lust tuned 2
lamps, nightstand wi
drawers, round cabinet
style end table, chit& desk
w/bookcase 753-7787

RELIABLE organized
OFFICE manager 14yr exsecretary'bookkeeper fa
mikar with computers for a perience computer literate
small business Needed 3 strong leader Medical field
days a week Please call or corporate AR AP per
753-9654 or 753 9070 to sonnet payroll & coilec
tions Call 247-7836 or
set up an interview
251 2773
REPORTER- The LedgerIndependent is seeking an SEWING machine repair,
entry level general assign- sewing alterations rement reporter with strong pairs Creative Sewing 400
writing skills and a degree N 8th Murray Open Mon
of experience in Journal- Tues Wed 3pm 8pm (other
ism Send resume and clips times by appointment)
to Editor. PO Box 581 753 5930 ironing done $1
Maysville KY 41058 No per piece 753-9429
Phone calls please
100
SURVEYERS needed No
Business
selling involved Work your
Opportunity
own hours full or part-time
Pad weekly Call 753-8881 FINANCIALLY insecure'?
or 1 800-455 0001 ask for Start your own profitable
Mr Lahmann
business for less than
$200 No inventory or
TRACTOR TRAILER weekly orders Call collect
DRIVERS Run Single West today' 898-3632 after 5pm
Coast runs company paid
FRANCHISE for sale Mayhealth insurance $15,000
field, Paducah, Benton,
fe insurance policy.
Fulton. 100 year old indus$30 000.a year with an- try, 25 year old company,
nual % increase, paid
100% success rate if you
weekly, fuel bonuses, late
are accountable, responsimodel new conventional
ble and teachable
walk in equipment, qualifi1-800-447-4889
cation Meet D 0 T ReW
VENDING route Must sell,
quirements David
Trucking very strong cash business
Hood
1 800 820 6782
300 424 9013
WANTING to hire carpenter, must have some
experience Call Bill Page
T53.3672 after 5pm

120
Computers
$3500 PER hour, lowe
cost for on-site computer
service Call Gale Hawkins
753-7001

ICI Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
nusiness Reliable and experienced, references Call
._.nda 759-9553
will sit with sick, elderly
anytime Call 753-4590 tor
more into Experience &
,eferences Call after 5pm

FREE color ribbon, printer
cable, delivery & set-up at
your business or home (A
$75 value) with Star printer
purchase Near letter quality $189 Letter quality
$279 Hawkins Research
753 7001

MACINTOSH Plus w/4MB
r..10THER of 2 would like to
RAM Includes 20MB hardcabysit in my home Only 3
drive & Kensington trackmiles out of town in East
ball Asking $450 Call
Scnool district Phone
436-2447 leave message
753-9764. references
if no response
provided
PC Repair- upgradesWILL clean houses, refer- training at your location
ences,reasonable rates
Hawkins Research,
437-4064
753-7001
WILL do house-cleaning
Call 474-2131 leave message if no answer

CLASSIFIED

r
Come see the blooming Daylillies, Japanese Iris I
and Hostas Over 900 varieties
Fre* Plant With This Coupon
Open Garden Friday-Sunday

I

C&C Nursery
753-2993
94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd (Happy Holiday I
Pontoon) Go 1/4 mile, turn left on Bethel Church
Rd (1483) First road to left(Cook Rd )turn left. 1st I
house on left (approx 1/4 mile)
Now owe ei
ma mos wm
America's Second Car

f4

Ugh;Duckling

7r

41

Locations Coast to

Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So, 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Knights of Columbus Hall
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

So

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

Ultimate Communications
Satellite Systems
Sales - Service - Parts
,Service After The Sale

Systems starting at $1195)
— 12 Years Experience

—

Lowest Prices On Satellite Equipment

Call Now
753-2640 or 1-800-642-2446

Falwell Designer/Craftsman
Custom Woochvorldng:
Kitchen and Bath cabinets
Entertainment centers
Ctairr(-nes

Countertops
Custom Closets
Custom Furniture

Architectural Dialling & Design:
Interior 3D views
Floor plans modified
Blueprints copied
f?emodeling design
See your home before
Pout* 7 Box 696
murroy Keirstudre

you bulk!!
s PoveetSOurC•
Phone 0021 7S3-9250

..611.21BalagjaMMAILEXAMENZISCC-CIO"

• • •

CASH for mobile home
Ores & axles 436-2578.
901-644-0679
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
WANT to buy: antique furniture glassware& china 1
piece or houseful' Call
492-8128 between
10am-4 30pm

isn
Articles
For Sale
100% WEIGHT LOSS
GUARANTEED' Quit trying
gimmicks that don't work
Will beat anyone's advertised price Call Wholesale
Pharmaceutical for information 1-800-340-3438
COD/CREDIT CARD
ACCEPTED
4 BURIAL plots in Memorial
Gardens for sale
753-5493
AAPOST Frame Buildings
Size 24'x40'x9' Eave Price
$5,052 plus freight Other
sizes available Blitz Builders 1-800-628-1324
ASHLEY wood stove &
blower 753-7787
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
CERTAINTEED REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
$99 PER MONTH- Average home of 10 windows,
sashes tilt-in Lifetime warranty 100% financing Free
estimates, 26 years experience
Ted
Call
1-800-269-2873

FOR SALE
BUY OR TRADE
NINJA TURTLE
ARTICLES

4364852
EMUS- Top Quality Chicks
starting at $3000 a pair,
ages 2-5 months, inspections welcomed Call
601-736-0317 for more information Rowley EMU
Farm, Columbia, MS.
HONDA Pressure Cleaners 2200 PSI $699-3000
PSI $999 hose gun, infector, loaded, lifetime frame
COD/Credit Cards Factory
Direct 24hrs Catalog
1-800-274-1744,
JUNE apples & large tame
plums Call & place order
McKenzie's Orchard,
753-9468
LOG HOMES Design services FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES,3855 Clay County
Highway, Dept CK, Moss,
Tennessee 38575 (800)
231-3695
MOVING sale' Queen size
bedroom suite, queen size
sofa, dining table
753-9975 or 753-2358

PLASTIC letters for portable changeable letter sign
$55 box Second box free
1-800-533-3453 anytime

(Doors open at BOO)

94 west to Johnny Robertson Road, South to
Hale Road, night on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile

BOMBER crappie boat
Must have been garaged &
in excellent condition
436-2869

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors. galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

KY

ANTIQUES and collectables Will buy or sell on
consignment, Hazel Antique Emporium 492-8646
10am-4 30pm

PLEXUZ Body Toner, five
timed positions of passive
exercise without added
stress to all the maior muscles of the body & causes
mild aerobic effect Call
To-rn
Hopkins,
502 753 6001
POOLS POOLS' New 1993
pools now at big savings I
Many models & sizes For
ex 19•X31' o d pool complete with sundeck, fence &
filter only $988 Limited
area 100% financing'
Call
Hurry'
1-800-759-6058 ask for
Beth
SEARS Lifestyler 100
treadmill, excellent condition, used maybe 5 times,
$300 1 full size mattress &
box springs, good condition, $30 354-8893
SS waterbed Infant car
seat/carrier & security gate
437-4240
SUNDASH by Suntana tan
ning bed for sale $375 firm I
753-9683
SUNOUEST WOLFF TAN
BEDS New
NING
Commercial-Home Units
From $199 Lamps Lotions -Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1 800-462-9197

SUN tanning beds new &
used Financing available
Parts service & supplies
Sonny
Call
Hooks.753 -9274. or
1-800-540-9790
TANNING BEDS Montego
Bay Wolff commercial and
home New LEGEND bed
also Factory direct Best
prices Trade-ins accepted
Some financing Call
1-800-247-4301

PIANO tuning
John
Gottschalk. 753-9600
240
klacellan•ous
A MYRTLE Beach SC
$9 95 per person per night
Sunday Thursday) Double
Occupancy 5 night special
Beach Pavilion Amusements 100 yards Pool
Fountainbleau Inn
1-800-331-7300

GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain-top
views fireplace, balcony
kitchen clubhouse pool
lacuzzis June 20-30 spe
cialsr Individual units reVIBROSAUN Body Condi- nted by Schweigert Enter
tioner. combines vibration prises Free Brouchure
with sauna in a reclinging 1 800 242-4853 (205)
position Call Tom Hopkins, 988 5139
502-753-6001
KILL ROACHESIBuy ENWEIDER exercise ma- FORCER OverNite Roach
chine. Dand type resis- Spray or OverNite Pest
tance, all attachments, Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
$120, 759-4941
roaches overnight or your
WIDEST selection of 16' & money back, GUARAN16 5* light truck tires in TEED' Available at Coast
Western KY Over 300 in to Coast. 604 N 12th St
stock Warehouse Tire,
400 Industrial Rd, Murray, MYRTLE Beach SC, REVACATION
SORT
Ky 502-753-1111
RENTALS- Beautiful conWOLFF SYSTEM tanning dominiums on 33 acre rebeds at factory direct sort Summer rates availprices New, used, all metal able from $599/week Conbeds, home and commer- dos for sale from $49
cial Own the GENUINE FREE BROCHURE
article' Summer closeout 1-800-448-5653
SunSystems
UVA
ROMANTIC CANDELITE
1-800-274-1744
Smoky
WEDDINGS
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Mountains, Ordained MiOver 100 commercial and nisters, Elegant Chapel.
home units in stock 100% Photographs, Florals, Lifinancing Prices starting at mos, Videos, Bridal Suites
$895 1-800-848-7358
with Jacuzzis, No Waiting
No Blood Tests GatlinTennessee
burg,
160
1-800-933-7464
Horne
SLOW DRAINS'? DRAIN
Furnishings
CARE ends slow drains
QUEEN size waterbed in Removes years of buildup
good condition, $100 obo in pipes, and its safe to use
753-6820
Money back GUARANTEED' Availabte at tvltifray'
QUEEN size waterbed,
True Value Home & Auto
$100 759-4421
HDW, North Side shopping
Ctr
lag
MEMO
SMOKY MTN
RIES Beautiful chapel in
Antiques
Gatlinburg-Weddings
TEXAS Ranger Coin-Op simple to elegant arcade game "Gatling Photographs. Flowers, VidGun", lgal Coke syrup bot- eos, Lodging
Limo tles, 1950's, daisy V-L ,22, Ordained Minister-No
less than 1,000 made, new blood tests No waiting
in box w/approximately
1-800/242-7115
2000 rds of V-L ammo
OLD—
WEDDINGS
436-5499
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies Smoky Moun2n0
tain river chapel, near Gat
Spons
linburg. Complete arrangeEquipment
ments HORSE-DRAWN
BATTING cage & ne
CARRIAGE Cabins, Ja12'X15'X72') Casey pitch
cuzzis Complete arrangeng machine & net, auto ments. No test/waiting
eed & soft toss, balls great Charge cards accepted
condition, $3,000
HEARTLAND
753-5946 or 753-5940
1 -800-448-VOWS (8697)
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

K TI and Associates offer
ing a full tine of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436 6099
270
Mobilo
Homes For Sae
1) $1 400
753-6012

time paper delivery for city and
county routes.
Apply in person after I p.m. Mon.-Fri.

12X52 trailer with a 12X52
built on 4br can be moved
by house movers asking
$800 Call 753-0751
14X65 2tar. 1 bath, very
good condition 759-9957
14X70 INDIES house, 2br,
all electric
2 bath
753-1081
1981 TIDWELL, recently
redecorated, 2br. 2 baths,
new garden tub new central heat & air 753-2280,
753-9713
1985 14X70 2tar 2 bath,
central heat, window air,
near East School 1 acre
many extras Moving, must
sell' 753-9745 after 5pm
MOBILE HOME REPOS
Singles/
FOR SALE
doubles Financing available Clean late model
homes Green Tree Financial Corporation/Kentucky,
1-800-221-8204 after 5pm
1-800-895-1900
MOBILE HOME FINANCATTENTION
ING
SELLERS/BUYERS 1976
and newer from Green Tree
Financial Refinancing/
Equity Loans, Fast, friendly
service Application or incall
formation
1-800-221-8204 after 5pm
1-800-895-1900
WANTED Newer model
mobile home Just outside of
Murray Call 753-4122 after
4pm weekdays

We Move
Mobile lows
5024374608
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
28R trailer
753-9866

No pets

3BR. doublewide on Center
St in Hazel, $250/mo +deposit Call 435-4027 after
5pm
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
290
Heating
And Cooling
77: TON Trane heat & ai
unit, new condition, fully
guaranteed 753-1300,
leave message, 9am-6pm
489-2116, 7pm-lOpm
300
Business
Rentals
Coleman

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/mo including all utilities 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell
No Phone Calls Please

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A CHANGE?
Schwan's Sales, a leading manufacturer and
distributor of frozen foods, has local route
sales positions available.
We can otter high income potential, paid
training, good benefits and an exceptional
opportunity for advancement.
Must have a good driving and employment
record. If interested send resume to Schwan's
Sales, P.O. Box 1427, Murray, KY 42071.

1 2,3BD apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
pets
days,753 0606 after 5pm
1BR duplex, new, completely furnished, all utilities
paid, near KY lake,
$375/mo 436-2722
1BR near campus,
$175/mo
753-2339,
753-8767
1BR near MSU, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR unfurnished with carport Garbage & water furnished Available after 28th
753-7662
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

1 ROOM efficency apartment, $240/mo Available
now, 1602 Olive. partial LAI
ities
Coleman RE,
753-9898

JOB OPPORTUNITY
The City of Murray haw a vacancy for the position
of Administrative Assistant/Weigh Station Operator. This position is under the Sanitation Division and the work site is located at the Transfer
Station. Applications and job descriptions may be
obtained at the City Clerk's Office, City Hall
Building, until Friday, June 30, 1994, 4:00 p.m.
Salary range $11,500-$14,500 depending on job
experience. The City of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer operating under an Affirmative Action Plan.
Tommy Marshall
City Administrator

••
• •

•

Houses
For Rent

One bedroom furnished
apartment
near MSU. Call 7534682 or 753-5870.

1.2BR 1 bath gas stove
heat, window ac, all appliances. $315,'mo .deposit 2br. 1 bath brick, EVVH
window ac, carport appliances, $400/mo +del:*
sit 753-7210

(1) $500

800-2200SO ft
RE 753-9898

WANTED
HELP
part
Department,
Circulation

Apertreents
For Rent

Business
Senecas

Musical

340

320

2S0
Hess
Wanted

•

•
.

I.. •
•

•

•

1 ROOMS lor rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR apt in triplex Washer
& dryer, water included,
gas heat new carpeting
Available July 753-9234 Of
559-3295
2BR duplex, gas heat,
$325/mo. 1207 Poplar
753-2339, 753-8767
2BR duplex $400/mo
$400 deposit, 1 yr lease,
washer/dryer hook-up
435-4480 or 436-5725
2BR duplex 1409 A, Hill$325/mo
wood Dr
759-4406

AKC Cocker Spaniels
black, 2mos 1st shots
wormed 1 mate $100. 1
female $125 Mayfield
247 2899
AVA S Aviary 515S 7th St
Murray KY 759-4119
toys &
Birds seed
accessories

2BR 1 bath lakefront in
Panarama Shores turn
ished central hia available
now,$400/mo plus deposit
310-322-4999

BEAUTIFUL white cocka
tot female hand tamed
cage included $75
489 2237

2BR beck with carport in
town Furnished with 2br
suits, Irving room, dinette.
25" color TV, microwave.
washer dryer, deep
freezer. stove & refrigerator $435/mo 753-7473

FREE to good home 3
mixed breed puppies
753 8555
HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

2BR Cl.

RENTED

ROTTWEILER puppies for
sale Males $150/ea. fe
males $75/ea 492-8875

3BR, 1 bath in Murray No
pets Deposit 753-3300
38R brick. 2 bath. 500
Whanell, $400/mo, available July 1st 753-7890

Whats so different about
the Happy Jack 3-X flea
collar'? It works' Now avail
able for cats' CONTAINS
NO
SYNTHETIC PYRE
THROIDSI At SOUTHERN
STATES

3BR house $395/mo, lease
& deposit required
753-2981 leave message

4BR house large shaded
back yard. lots of closet
space, available July 1
$475/mo Call 759-1084
2BR very nice, appliances leave name & number on
& lawn care furnished, answering machine for apdeck, w/d hook-up, central pointment to see house
h/a. Available now ColeBARBIE'S Bungalows
man RE, 753-9898
Cute, clean, reasonable
3BR, 2 bath low utilities, houses from $475-$600
with garage, $550/mo
Lease, deposit Call me
753-3293 after 6pm
first' 753-8734

2BR duplex all appliances
$360/mo
furnished
753-2967

BRITTNEY RIDGE
APARTMENTS 5br,
bath, $640/mo Contact
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
Realty, 753-1492
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
FOR 2, $125/mo each
Available June 1st
753-9564
FOR 3 people,
partially furnished, available June 1st, $150/mo
each 753-0564
HILLDALE Apartments
under new management
Come see the changes taking place Now available
2br apartment, 24hr maintenance Handicap accessible
Office hours
8am-4 30pm Mon -Fri.
Equal Housing Opportunity TDD# 1-800-545-1833
Ext 287, 437-4113
IMMEDIATE occupancy'
New tn-plex, appliances
furnished, only 2 apartments remaining Call
753-1266
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village. lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 55 & older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
O pportunity
502-354-8888
LARGE 1 br duplex, gas
heat, 412 N 5th, $225/mo.
753-2339 or 753-8767
LARGE 2br, gas heat,
super low utilities, close to
college, other tennents are
quiet professionals Deposit requires
$395
753-8828
LARGE new 2br duplex,
1142sq ft plus garage, brick
veneer, all appliance including livid gas central
h/a, $550/mo lease &deposit 759-4664, 759-9835
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications tor
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 182br apts in Farmington. Starts at $310 w/
water & garbage paid.
Stove, refrig, w/d, dishwasher furnished
345-2748 after 4pm,
762-4483 days
NEW 2br duplex, appliances, w/d hook-up, central h/a, lawn care furnished 759-1476 after 6pm
NEW duplex 2br, washer/
dryer, dishwasher Lease &
references required No
pets 753-5719
NICE 2br, stove, refrigerator, gas heat, no pets,
$225/mo plus deposit
Days 753-1953, nights
753-0870
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended. between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished,
central gas heat & air,
$475/mo 1 mo deposit, 1
yr lease No pets Call
753-2905
VERY nice 2br, 1 bath duplex with carport, ap
plane-es furnished, central
h/a, lmo deposit lyr lease
no pets Also efficiency
apartments & sleeping
rooms 753-6609
330
Rooms
For Rent
ROOMS
436-2510

for

YELLOW Lab pups, no
753-7050
papers
474-8050
alQ
Public
Sale
LOCK, stock & barrel auc
CRIGLER
lion
HARDWARE- Saturday
June 25 9 00am EDT Fix
tures, inventory, equipment, truck Call for brochure, 502-955-7342
Bruce Thomason,
Auctioneer

LAKEVIEW home 2br, 1
bath, fireplace, dishwasher, deck full basement, garage Lakeway
Shores, $300/mo Deposit
references required
759-2085
360

Garage
Sale

For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

10th & Sharp
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905

Something for everyone

370
Livestock
& Supplies
3 COWS. 2 black & 1 Simmental 1 cow with calf by
side, other 2 cows will calf
soon Puryear area (901)
642-6920

Moving/
Garage Sale
2105 Southwest Dr.
Southwest Villa Subd.
759-1259
Fri. & Sal
June 24 & 25
8 a.m.-7
Furniture, microwave,
organ, children & adult
clothing, lawn & garden
equip. & lots more.

FOR sale: feeder pigs,
50-90lbs. Call 759-9632.
350
Pets
& Supplies
AFFORDABLE HORSES
over 100 to choose from
Lapco Arabian, Marion, KY
502-965-3490
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

CAR WASH,.

«.40.4.,/
- r.Dh.1
IJ:--_;_r

f.;Lij..i_\J•JJJ i

By Appointment - 753-1000•FREE Car Pick-up & Delivery
featuring ay/attendant

TOUCHLESS AUTOMATIC
Owners Kimber & Jimmy Joe Hale
1301 N. 12th St.• U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray, KY 42071

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts:
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
#280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment. The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wing° - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 753-9822 after 5 p.m.

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a few questions you may quality la
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

age

so

age

55

age 60
age 65
age 70
age 75

MALE

FEMALE

$11 16
14 08
18 28

$856
10 60
13.52

23 32
31 40
41 48

23 20
31 24

16 96
Pao

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY

rent

Local 753-4199
1-800455-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE

- --
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15

4130
Pub&
Sala

laniels
shots
1100, 1
layfield

Yard Sala
Fri. & Set.
June as & 25
1505 Dkiguld Dr, inside
Calloway Garden Apts.
Office & Community
Roam (ale conditioned)
Lois of antiques &
old quilt, glass. Os
SIMS, pictures, furnrare,
old rocking dor, 1/2 iron
bed. dotes & many good
lens. Nem dams displayed
on Sat. 8 am. un91 ?
No Early Salsa Plasm!

3 71h St,
)-4119
oys
cocka
tamed
$75
orne 3
uppies
nt, safe
home
lessons
or over

4 Party

Yard Sale

vies for
fe
2-8875

810 Sycamore St.
Thurs. & Frt.
June 23rd & 24th
7 a.m.-?
Rain or Shine
Lots of toys • like new,
clothes - all sizes.
Lots of misc. items
priced to sell.

It about
3-X flea
)sv availNTAINS
PYREJTHERN
ups, no
- 7050 ,

Yard Sale

Martha Miniature dresses,
girls 5-14, taiga women's
doting, riding mower,
tiller, baby dams, curfews,
truck bed liners.

3e

4-Party

Yard
Sale
503 South

tarp
at.
).m.

11th Street
Friday and
Saturday
8:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m.

every-

Garage
Sale

1304 Overby St.
(off S. 13th St.)
Sat., 7 L1L-3 pa
Rain or Shine

Gasborough
Fri. & Sat.

2214

Lake new infant and
childrau clothing, ladles
leather coat and —slots of. Loy' and genies,
household =ma and
some furniture, like new
Barbie jeep and meals
10-speed bike

8 a.m.-?
Some antiques, dishes, glass, household
Items & lots of mix

Yard
Sale

Sat, June 25
7 a.m.-Noon
1210 Melrose Dr.
romance
Clothes,
novels, basebal cards,
baslu3ts, stuffed
kesh vegetables
and more.
Canceled in case ofrain.

1418 lAlchelle Dr.
June 23, 24 & 25
6 a.m. to ?
Home Interior, baby
items, men & women's clothing &
much more,

Carport
Sale

Oaks Country
Club Rd.
Fn., June 24
Rain or Shine
7 a.m.-1 p.m.

713 Olive St.
Fri. & Sat.
June 24 & 25
7 a.m.-12 Noon

Lot of household items,
small appliances, knew
luggage, women's ciolhea
saes 6/8 and 74, men's
dotes - med. shirts &
pants 29 & 30/32, 2 tenbikes, stereo
speed

MultiParty
Yard Sale

Yard Sale
1549 Whippoorwill Dr.
Martin His. Subd.
Fri. & Sat
June M & 25
7 arft-?
Croldren's items Ins, car
saes wake,seder,team,
puzzles, backs, bedding, radds,eleCtiC Werner,addles
for al ages, bcycle (Odds),
klicirg chairs, 219 ham BM
T V , bowmen ma knick
kracks

3 Miles from
Murray on 121 S.
Fri. and Sat.
8 a.m. —
12 noon
Couch & chair,TV stand,
VCR, wringer washer,
clothes, uniforms, odds
and ends.

Huge 2 Family
Yard Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION

Subd.

641 S. to Hazel. Turn
left by Dees Bank.
Turn right on 3rd St.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Linens, Tupperware,
brand name clothes,
Home Interior.
If rain, sale will be
next weekend.

Saturday, June 25, 1994 - 1000 a.m.
Paris, Tn. - Go North on Hwy. 159 11/2 miles. Salo
held at theist house on the right past the John
Deere dealer, across from Roselawn. WATCH
FOR S1GNS...SALE HELD RAIN OR SHINE.
Bobby and VIrgis Hudgins are having a division
sale and have commissioned DOUG TAYLOR
AUCTION SERVICE to sell than personal property at Public Auction.
PARTIAL LIST
Assorted glassware • fruit pitcher w/6 glasses • several
figurines • sets of N.F.L. glasses•wash pitcher a bowl •
grandfather dock•corner cabinet•oak desk•brass desk
lamp•king size water bed•book case w/assorted books•
elect air cleaner•Kirby vacuum•sewing machine iv/cab. +
4 piece bedroom suite • cannon ball bedroom suite
(Broyhill)•Bassett sectional couch(new condition)•coffee
a end tables•coo-coo clod((Germany)•assorted lamps•
speaker phone•Zenith 27'color • oak cabinet - Advanced
System 3•smoky box •2 oil lamps • table will chars &
hutch (nice)•20.4 chest freezer • metal storage cabinet•
kitchen appliance • Litton microwave • set of microwave
cookware • assorted stuffed animals • plate collection
(states) « set of Country French ironstone•pots & pans•
shop vacuum •set of Samsonite luggage•19'color TV •
new boat seat +cordless drill•pool floats +extension cords
•flower planters•wooden cabinet•several baskets•fruit
sprayer•old wooden table•battery charger +seed sower•
2 chest coolers • eS chum • step ladder • aluminum
extension ladder.Homan* XL Twelve chain saw • gas
weed eater.elect hedge Dimmer • push mower • Ship
tiller•driveway edger•post hole digger•shovels •18 hap.
twin cylinder tractor 44. cut (1 yr. old) • rake • sledge
hammer•2 wheel cart•fruiters•freezer boxes and much,
much more not listed.
•'Auctioneer's Note This sale offers narne brand furniture &
appiiances in show room condition. Please plan to attend
Not Responsible For Accidents - Refreshments Available
Compete Settlement Day Of Sea

IL
25

rowave,
& adult
garden
nore

j
rimy

42071

RTY

'rads:
jhway
ament
River
od for
.ce for
rision.
from

641 4 miles South of
Murray
Frl. & Sat
8 a.m.-?
Clothes,
plants,
crafts, misc.

Multi-Party
Yard Sale

CLASSIFIED

sale
1st Dr.

Yard
Sale

5-Party

Yard
Sale
2./10 miles out
on 94 West.
Fri. and Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Fermium, toys, clothes.
Something for everyone.

Garage Sale

Unbelievable Sale
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Downtown
Almo
Heights next to
Rushing AIS.

irrel aucIGLER
aturday
EDT Fixequipfor bro5- 7342
iason,

Party
Yard Sale
2

Big
Backyard
Sale
807 North 20th
& Sat
7 a.m.-?
Lots of clothes, baby
items and odd & ends.

3 Party

Yard Sale
Frl. 8-4
Sat 8-12
1305 Peggy Ann
Dr.
Books,
children's
clothes and toys, lots
of misc. items.

Do",'
7
'
714
1
AUCTION SERVICE
Puryear, Tennessee
(901) 247-3784
Lic. KY & Thl 91445
'TAYLOR MADE AUCTIONS ARE BETTER'

Huge
Yard Sale
410 N. 8th St.
6/24 & 6/25
7:30 a.m.-?
Children's clothes,
boy's 0-2T, girls 0-8,
women's
clothes,
household
toys,
items, lots of glassware, tools. Something for everyone.

Yard Sale
Holland Rd. by Ledbetter Church off 94
East
Saturday
6 a.m.-4 p.m.
Mowers and aN types
of household, garage
& misc. items.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
CLASSIFIED

A

753.2108

OE

can
illy for
eferred

Furniture/Household: Duncan Phyfe dining table w/6 chairs,
drop front secretary, dinette sets, bedroom seta, GE stove and
refrigerator, Noritake china, quilts,oil lamps,sofa,feather bed,
glass washboard, sewing basket, linens, televisions, waterfall
chifferobe, Broyhill 4 piece bedroom suite, twin bed w/dresser,
kitchenware, glassware, desk, filing cabinet, oak straight back
chair, pictures & frames,collectible glassware & dishes,table &
floor lamps, in-tub whirlpool.
Tools: power mower, auto ramps, hand tools of all kinds, 24"
front tine tiller, air compressor, shop vac, hand drill, planer,
heavy duty hammer drill, 1/2" electric drill, electric router, pipe
vise.
Special Items: .22 rifle, fishing tackle, coins, gems, collector
cards,binoculars, watches & jewelry,clocks,5 pcs. wrought iron
lawn furniture.
Vehicle: 1977 Pontiac Gran Prix
ITEMS STILL ARRIVING

_E

lase

2 LOTS No. 13&14. each
60X100Panarama Shores,
Baywood Vista Subdivision, New Concord, KY
$750/ea. Call Ray
815-886-5085
DEER Ridge Estates.
Large, restricted residential
building sites, country privacy, convenient to Murray.
take highway 641 North,
turn on 464 West, go 'A
mile to sign. Price range
$6,000-S14,000. Call
753-8890.

Free Estimates

753.2970

For Sae

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916
Er
3 E9 0 0 0

0 0 Fl 0

GATESBROUGH Subdivision, 2 story, 4br, 2 baths.
gas, ceiling fans, gas firepiece, large decks with gazibo, living room, dining
room,den, play room,large
game room. Over 4000
total feet. Lots of extras,
Walnut cabinets, Cohan
baths, Walnut staircase &
upstairs, and more! Call for
appointment, 753-5946 or
753-5940.
HOBBY Ranch. 9.5 acresprivate, 3br. Rustic home.2
acres fenced w/pond for
horses. Add 2 bay shop
w/bath. Call Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors ask
for Robin 753-1492, home
436-2060.
HOUSE and acreage,
753-1300, leave rnessage
9am-6.pm 489-2116,
7pm-10pm
HOUSE & lot, New Concord area. 200yds from water. 3br, 1 bath, 900sq ft,
3yrs old, $500 down, no
points, no closing cost.
Owner financing up to
20yrs. 1-800-944-1376
(Mike Carey)
LAKE Area. 3br, 2 bath
-open floor plan- screened
porch- priced in the
$40,000's. Call Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors ask
for Robin 753-1492, home
436-2060.
NEAR Lake 2br. 2 bath.
open floor plan- imported
tile- 1 year old- owner transferred. Call Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492 ask for Tina or
Robin.
NEW residence Springcreek Oaks, 3br, 2/i bath,
large living room, dining
room & den All amenities
753-1890.
SPACIOUS 3br. 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room. seperate dining
room. Lots of extras, country club view. Call for your
appointment today,
753-2905.
470

1990 GMC 4wd pick-up,
1987 323 MAZDA. Everyloaded, $9,850 obo Call
thing under hood excellent
492-8836
condition, new tires, 1
owner. Wrecked & rolled,
510
$600 obo. 436-5533.
1987 MAZDA 626 LX, 4dr,
Campers
excellent condition, hwy mi1982
ALJO-ALY
26f1 selfleage, $4,200. For more
information call 753-3904 contained 2dr tandem, roof
air, refrigerator, twin beds,
or 753-6583.
rear bath, awning. Price
1987 NISSAN M
a negotiable 502-753-8284.
GXE, blue
Power s
doo
e, one
t 753-8731,
1989 T-BIRD, white,
loaded, p/w, p/d, pit, automatic dimmers, V-6, 3
liter, 66,XXX miles. $6,500
obo. 753-7052 ask for
Tammy.
1990 PONTIAC Bonneville,
fully loaded, excellent condition. blue/silver, 2-tone.
759-9965.

1989 KAWASAKI 550 jet
ski, like new, with or without
trailer, need to sell! (502)
753-6568.
16FT aluminum fish boat,
20hp Johnson motor with
electric start & trailer. Hummingbird LCR 4ID, Minnkota 65 28lbs thrust, 5sp
trolling motor, gas tank,
batteries & more $800
Firm! 753-8874

1992 FORD Taurus, V-6,
auto, tilt, cruise, new tires
just serviced. Runs great! 1976 LOWE Jon boat &
$7,400. Phone Frankfort trailer with 9 9hp Johnson
502-875-1844 (nights) or motor, 16ft, $1,500
502-875-4050 (dealer).
435-4676
1993 BERETTA, excellent
condition, red. 759-1642.

1986 EBBTIDE 19ft cuddy
cabin, V-8 engine, swing
platform. 753-1191,
'BORN TO RUN 1983
753-9559.
BMW 733i. True classic
look. Dark grey body. Black 1987 CHAPARRAI 201t ski
interior, leather seats, boat, 230hp, double axel
moon-roof, loaded. New trailer, mint condition,
tires. Runs, rides & drives $10,900. Call 753-4663
wonderfully. Has minor days, 492-8479 nights.
damage in front. Sacrifice,
$1,500 Firm! Also, camper 1994 RANGER R72 and
Ranger trailer. 1994 Merc
top $10. 753-5281.
115, all under new warDREAM CAR 1985 ranty, $13,100_ 753-8828.
PORSCHE 944 Mint condition, red, 72,000 original USED boats, motors, trailmiles, professionally main- ers & salvage parts for sale.
tained. Features include' 5 Boat & motor repair. All
sod_ electric removal roof, work & parts guaranteed
new tinted windows, new Wayne Darnell Marine Rebrakes, new car phone with pair, Hwy 121 S
hands-free speakerphone 502-436-5464.
new Clarion CD player with
cm
expensive A.D.S. Speaker
Services
system, black Bra for front
Offered
of car, mechanically perfect, brand new Alpine 1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1 Hauling,
alarm system, great tires moving, clean-up, odd jobs,
This car needs nothing but tree trimming. tree removal,
YOU behind the wheel_ I yard mowing, mulch haulbuy & sell Porsche's and ing. Clean up sheet rock &
have all original manuals. other building materials
MUST. SEE!! Value Free estimates. Tim Lamb
$15,000 asking $13,500. 436-5744.
SERIOUS INQUIRES
ONLY PLEASE. Call 1 1 1 1 1 A Hauling, tree
trimming, tree removal, &
1-502-443-7949.
cleaning out sheds, attics.
odd jobs, & will haul &
spread mulch. Free estimates 436-5744 Luke
Vans
Lamb

1111

1977 CHEVY large family
size, lots of extras, good
condition, $1,050 obo.
753-3378 or 759-1922.
cog
Used
Trucks
1974 FORD truck, good
shape, $1,300 obo
436-2102
1984 FORD Ranger,swb,4
cyc, best offer. 1983 Honda
Shadow 500, best offer.
753-4114 or 753-8669.

Al Tree Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 436-2247 or
492 8737
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
Healing Cooling and
Electric Co Service unit
replacement and complete
installbon Licensed gas installer Phone 435-4699
ALL around yard work.
Mowing hauling odd jobs
trimming 437-4703
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works. 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
ASPHALT driveway sealing & crack filling Reasonable rates Free estimates
753-6223
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair replace
ment 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt Masonry Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221
BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Back to help with your
Spring
cleaning
Residential/Commercial
753-5934
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed
753-1134 or
436-5832
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
BUSHHOGGING Free estimates, minimum charge
753-1684 after 4pm
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CARROLL'S custom garden tilling, bushhogging
box grader, blade work
Free estimates Gerald
Carroll. 502-492-8622
C&C Painting, 753-0884
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COTHRAN & sons seal
coating Free estimates
436-5078
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
v ice
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
DC complete lawn service. 436 5078

1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing,
D & D Lawn Care Free
trimming, tree removal Joe
estimates 489-2296
436-2867
•
mowing,DECKS built to your satis1 1 1 A all around
carpentry work
trimming, hauling Mark factory. Any
also 753-7814
436-2528
DRYWALL, finishing, re2 ALL round custom tree
pairs, additions and blowtrimmers, hedges, removal,
ceilings 753-4761
light hauling, etc 4yrs ex- ing
perience, free estimates
GERALD WALTERS
436-2102 ask for Mathew
Roofing. vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
Al, Al's hauling, yard work, years experiqnce Local retree removal. mowing. Free ferences 7 2592
estimates 759-1683

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., June 25th, 1994 at 10 a.m. at the home of

1975 HONDA CB 360T,
good condition, 8,XXX
miles, $450. 759-4941

the late Mr.& Mrs. Clyde Jones at 1302 Farris
Ave., Murray, Ky. one block off West Main.
Turn on north 13th. See auction signs.

4115
Auto
Parts
CHEVY PARTS- 32.4 ton
Chevy 6X6 rear ends & 1
front end. all are 6 17 gear
ratio Also 1 2 '4 ton
Chevy Transfer Case No
reasonable offer refused
Also. 2 -4.3 Chevy V 6 en
pines & 2- Reese Hitches
for GM Product- Make of
f•r. Call Frankfort
502-227-8015.

01

1968 CHEVY Camaro,
1986 FULL size Bronco
6cyc, 3sp in floor, with con4X4, auto, p/b, pis, air, V-8
sole white with black interior Call 492-8208 after Looks & runs nice $3,500
502-875-4050 (dealer)
5pm
1988 FORD 150 Lariat. Iwb
1971 CHRYSLER Royal
2dr. one owner, good con- with tool box, bed rails,
49,XXX miles 759-1565
dition 753-7787
1988 RANGER 4cyc. 5sp,
1972 DODGE Challenger
air, like new, original
Call 489-2465 after 6pm
owner, $5,000 753-6103,
1978 CUTLASS, new tires, 1507 Chaucer
needs some work. $500
1989 FORD Bronco II 4X4,
firm 753-7009
blue on blue, auto, pis, p/b
1983 MAZDA 626 LX
air, V-6 Looks & runs great!
needs work, cheap at $700 $5.600 502-875-4050
Call for info at (dealer)
800-545-9640 days, nights
1989 GMC S-15. 5sp. lots
753-8914
of extras, $3,800
1985 CHRYSLER LeBa- 436-2195
ron, in good condition,
1989 NISSAN pick-up,
$2,000 obo 489-2332
white. blue interior, a/c, am/
1985 NISSAN Pulsar, auto, tm radio, good condition
a/c, sun roof, black & gray, 50,XXX miles, $5,200
759-9960
$1,975 753-2976

Motorcycles

1990 YAMAHA FZR600
under 10,XXX miles, excel
lent condition, garage kept,
2 matching Shoei helmets,
tank bag, plus more
502-436-5496

When you're looking for results,
look to classified One phone call
Puts your ad in print and it keeps
on work mg for eou . right around
the clock!

69
•

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision. All city
utilities, reduced. 753-4873
after 6pm.

It's not that way when you advertise
in classified. Your message, in print,
can be read arid re-read . . . any time
of the day or night.

(102)4994794
Hazel, KY
P.O. Box 149
Not responsible for accidents. Announcements day of sale take
precedence over all printed material

•
•.• •

Lots
For Sale

Some advertising messages are fleet
ing
. they're seen or heard for a
and then they are
few seconds
gone.

W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Richard Farris - Apprentice Auctioneer
'Ti.. Sound of Selling" -

•••

440

Working
Around
The
Clock
For You!

FARRIS AUCTION

4199

KY Lake duplex for sate,
main lake with boat ramp &
deck. 436-2907.

Run a Classified.

Saturday, June 25 — 10Ko0 A.M.
FARRIS AUCTION HOUSE
Location: Tr -City, KY - Intersection ICY Hwys. 94 & 97

REM

10 ACRES. East of Murray.
COMMERCIAL building for wooded building
saes, rebest
sale City's
location. duced to $9.450
terms
Court Square. Pans, TN 759-1922
Two story, 2500sq ft per
floor 1-800-447-4889 MINI-FARM!3br,2 bath, 27
9am-6pm, leave message. acres more or less Features lacuzzi tub, pond, 4
FOR sale 3 large wooded out-buildings, in TN
near
lots, corner of N 16th & KY Quiet location
In $50's
Coles Campground Rd
Marty Owner/Agent
Call 489-2768 or 489-2161 Moody Realty, Pans,
TN
after 7pm
1-800-642-5093
FOR sale house, horse
barn & 10 acres. 3 miles
West of Kirksey. Call
Homes
For Salo
489-2768 or 489-2161 after
•
7pm.
4 NEW 3br houses on city
KENTUCKY LAKE BARK- water & sewer. Will conLEY Bargain! 1 32 sider trading for other propacres-57,900. Nicely erty Priced in the $70's to
wooded lot w/deeded ac- low $80's. 753-3672 after
cess to lake. Only 2 miles 5Pm
from Lake Barkley State
Park On county rd w/utils & BRICK home 3br, 1 acre,
large utility room, carport &
protective covenants. Perdeck plus detached workfect for vacation/retirement
shop & another large storhome near the lake. Excelage building. Nice neighlent financing. Call
borhood. Approximately 9
800-858-1323 Woodland
miles from Murray,
Acres 8.30-8:30, 7 days,
569,500. 489-2933 after
KOPPERUD Realty has 5 30pm, weekends
buyers waiting to purchase anytime.
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling- BY OWNER. 3br, l'A bath
brick ranch. Eat-in kitchen,
contact one of our courteous and professional formal dining room, living
agents at 753-1222 or stop room, family room with A
by office at 711 Main St. bay window. Central gas
heat & air, wall-to-wall carNEW duplex for sale: Cam- pet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi,
bridge Estates. Gene 14x14ft storage bldg. Lot
Steely 753-6156.
75x150, adjacient lot available_ Walk to banks & shopWILSON Realty is now loping. Priced to sell, mid
cated 3 miles South on
$70's. Call for appt.
Highway 121. For honest &
753-4359.
reliable service call
COUNTRY home, 2 story
753-5086.
brick, 3br on 3 acres, 5
miles from town. Must see
to appreciate. Call
759-9559 for appointment

-Need Extra
Cash?

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

LARGE lot located in
Southwest Vila, 2106 Ville
Square, $20,000
753-1890

559 ACRES near Panesama Shores 753-7086
daytime or weekends

Specializing In
All Types Roofing
Vinyl Siding
Residential HVAC

The Farris Auction Company
is pleased to represent Ms. Potty Orr and
& Mrs. Larry Wheeler along
with other consigners for this auction.
A partial list includes:

a

2 NEW 2br duplex, brick
veneer, gas heat will be
completed July 15th, in
Fallbrook Subdivision, Call
753-4873

S&P Construction

18

m.

Red
Estes

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Butter dishes - some very old glass & china - figurines Roseville pottery - old kerosene lamps - old clock - hen on nest Blue granite - what not items - corner what not - large tin door
pie safe - small tin door pie safe - old rocking chairs - straight
chair - Bentwood rocker - old library table - old dining table &
chairs - old wash stand - knee hole desk - old trunk - fine
walnut table - old pictures & frames - old books - small wood
boxes - vanity lamps - old table lamps - old mirror - old lamp
tables - twin bed -(4)drawer chest - metal twin beds - odd chest
& vanities - other set oftwin beds - old dresser with glove boxes
- Franklin electric sewing machine - luggage - card table electric fans & heaters - old kerosene lantern - metal shelf milk can - stone pieces - vacuum cleaner - stereo - washer &
dryer - chrome breakfast set - pots & pans- small kitchen app. table cloth - hand & face towels - exercise bike - lot of collector
items. Many items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch Available. For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
'111*
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, JUNE 23. 1 994

• •
'

530

530
„ , •r.

I •
;
•

HADAW AY Construction
Flemooeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement winv'nyl flooring
436 2C52
S Garden Service
Gardens breaking. disk r.g Cling Lawns seeding
•tql.kling new or existing
ade work 8 bash
ogging Reasonable
rtes 753 3413
hauling, tree trimming 8 removal Call
753 2320, ask for Don

eiGriT

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica AU
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery. Murray.
KY 436-5560
WINDOW & patio doorglass replacement
753-2330
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

Classifieds
Office Open

—1

8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-12 Noon Saturday

Somplicify

Services
Offered

Stinricee
Meted

Services
Offered

\

Authorized
BRIGGS k STRATTON
and KOHLER
Service Cater

'<Leader_

Small Engine

101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
I BCS Tillers

Also Repair Work

Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

USED furniture carpet 8
refrigerators I also hand
strip 8 refinish old furniture
George Hodges 806 Col
dwater Rd

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross

-

560

NAPA AUTO PARTSINAPAI
1NAPAI
W
MEW

Free
Column

..

,

NAPA EVERCRAFT
59-PC. BONUS TOOL SET
,. inc..0.343-PL Ski SOW!Set inc 29-Pc 9,1 Cir .e- Set
Fut( L •Pe!,,e Gaarintee OM '.--

CALL COLDWELL BANKER

NAPA SILVER
OIL FILTERS
Fot most aornesz,c arc
1 gni - _ •
.
!A'S .3
'^130,
AS LOW AS

Section III

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings. Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small.

474-8267

RON HALL

central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Electrical Service & Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant
1m.
Imo

PWIP .
Nis•-•gr

(502) 435-4699

1

AIR FILTERS
,,, cars ace Int :rucks

..._
,...._

CSZ 1.:rne.570: ir 0
,
MID011

•••••

$1999

.

LOW AS

99

ADVErVISED allw
ON TV!

To 4.99

1
r
NAPA HAS OVERNIGHT AVAILABILITY ON OVER 143,000 PARTS AND ACCESSORIES!
,.., :;'
NAPA POWER
NAPA '

SATURDAY, JULY 2nd -

MOTOR OIL
- .

A

MONDAY, JULY 4th

60 MONTH

ON Yiii.

-

•

-----t--___

•

BATTERY .
---N.

10:00 A.M. TO 2:00 P.M.

$3999
•tics

1
0Zi'r

14 miles southeast of Murray - 10 miles north ofParis Landing State
Park, 15 miles south of Kenlake State Park on the Western Shore of the
Main Lake at mile 56.
Directions To Property: From Highway 121 at New Concord, KY, turn
East on Highway 444, go 5 miles to Blood River Baptist Church, turn
right and go 1 mile to first paved road to left(Keniana Drive), turn left
and continue on Keniana Drive approximately 3 miles to RED WATER
ESTATES.
OVER 100 LOTS TO CHOOSE FROM
10% DOWN - 5 YEAR FINANCING -

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.

?

NAPA SILVER' ON TV1]

____.....- -

1

• %
AS
ADVERTISED,

_
.
_ ,...
.___.
:6...
cit
--I
---imi
-a
III4
IIII-I44
4

KENTUCKY LAKE LOT SALE

/

',lyer

,i2.99 i

ititilt
i41111
"
itli"

i 114.1................
.. _
ellr

44P4 0

$199

' SPECIAL
PURCHASE'

RED WATER ESTATES

753-2925

Murray, KY

AIM

ANIII\

SUNDAY, JULY 3rd -

41117

753-0489

600 Main St.

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

FREE to good home part
black Lab puppies
489-2438

in

Ross Insurance Agency

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9-12 1-5
Mon -Fri • 753-0530

Ag\t*

4 cross from Southern States

Lamb's

ROCKY COLSON Home SUPERIOR Mobile Body PLUMBING repairman with
Repair Roofing siding Wash We will wash same day service Call
painting plumbing con houses, mobile homes, all 436-5255
crete Free estimates Cali boats, all farm equipment
Steam cleaning & sand- RILEY CONSTRUCTION:
474-2307
Remodeling additions,
blasting available 3yrs ex
SEAMLESS gutters in
perience 753-0039 or porches, decks, carports,
stalled, residential or corn 753 9548
vinyl siding & trim, roofing,
TOfCtal. Servall Gutter Co
garages. trim work, fram753-6433
MULCH delivered Murray ing Phone 502-489-2907
436-5560
finishing
SHEETROCK
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
textured ceilings Larry NEW homes, garages, ad- Removal Insured with full
Chrisman 492-8742
ditions, decks, framing line of equipment Free esTripp Williams builder. timates Day or night,
SUPERIOR Pressure 753-0563
753-5484
Washing. Specializing in
nouses, mobile homes, pa- PAINTING interior, exter- TAX reduction stratagies.
ior, mobile homes, por- monthly bookkeeping sertios, decks, driveways
ches, floors, gas grills, awn- vices, all types of tax reestimate
Free
or ings, fences, buildings & turns prepared. Twenty
901-247-5665
carports Free estimates years experience, low
901-642-2630.
753-5432
rates, free pick-up & delivery 753-8091.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Anus ABOUT THE NAPA
FORMULA 2001

•-•-.----,-

NATIONAL WARRANTY PROGRAM!
AC RESISTOR
AUTOLITE RESISTOR

"': i

SUPER PROTECTANT
BONUS PACK

._ ali
•,,___
$429 B

....r,

:/14
• -- *4
it 740 Awaits "---4,q

ON TV!
-

F DAMUILA Nel
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01-
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EACH
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.........._
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SPARK PLUGS

SPARK PLUGS

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR #1 PRIORITY!
411\

Murray Auto Parts
753-4424

1300 N. 12th St.

4NAPAI
IMIII•
WI KBP MIKA Wes

AT 10% INTEREST

rr.•

WATER FRONT LOTS,
STARTING AT $20,000

THESE LOTS NEVER OFFERED BEFORE
NOT PICKED OVER
NONE BEITER THAN THESE

Remainder of Section I Reduced by 10% to 25% for hnmechate Sellout!

•

ACE®
ardware

BEST
BUY

Waterfront Lots Starting at $20,000 - Waterview Lots from $8,000.

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen &

Bath Cabinets

• Drop By And See Our Showroom •

•

!
JUMP INTO JUNE SALE

You have an opportunity to choose a prime waterfront lot starting at
$20,000, and waterview lots at $8,000.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

409 Sun bury • Murray (Behind Bunny Breed)

753-5940

June 1994

DON'T BE FOOLED BY THE PRICE - COME SEE THIS FIRST CLASS
DEVELOPMENT FOR YOURSELF.
All Lots Will Be Approved For Septic Tank Installation - Electrical
Available To All Lots - Title Insurance Furnished By Sellers Reasonable Restrictions Ensure Owners Of Stable Property Values.
Agents will be on site from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Spike or Oscillating Sprinkler
High impact-resistant plastic Spike has
85' diameter coverage and oscillating has
2.600 sq. ft. coverage 5 year guarantee
70073.70662

BE

SPENDING YOUR
MONEY ON

LOW QUALITY SIGNS!!
CALL: 753-2378

WOOD WORKS

'6ign6

C.W. Shelton, Owner/Developer
212 S. 7th St., Mayfield, KY 42066
247-1385
COLDWELI
BANKER

SHELTON AND
ASSOCIATES
C.W. Shelton/Broker

TOLL FREE
(800) 455-5864

NELS4N

SO

COL)WELL
[

BANKER
Expect the best.®

1993C./dwell Banker Reridlentiel Keel Betels An Emisl Opportunity Company Equal Housing Opportunity. Some*Mese Independently Owned
and Operated in Canada Each 0/Bee lean Independently Owned end Operated Member Broker of Coldwell Banker Affiliate. of Caned' Inc.

899

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAN .11 \124. 1994
own
Sir our persotraiiied daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your
(Ink. it birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
,enis a in unite I

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
I host., \kilo stork br religious Or ser%
criented causes will have wondert L11 •LICCe•• in spreading their meseflons produce new honsau.
or and iecognifion. Guard against
abusing sour power. You will need a
strong partner in business or
romance. The financial picture looks
hILLIII1C11 early in December. You
should ix. able to build an impressive
financial reserve in 1995. A change
nit litestyle brings delight next May.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: drummer Mick Fleetwood. actress Nancy Allen. actress
Michele I.ee. boxing great Jack
Dempsey.
,tRIES (March. 2I -April 19): A
tine day to drive hard bargains and
reap the rewards of your gainful
eff(,rts. The afternoon hours are
favored for constructive talks. Do
riot promise more than you can
deliver. Romance is awesome!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Carefully examine partnership
finances and security set-ups. There
are weak finks which could be corrected through consultation with
experts. Marriage may not be made in
heaven, hut yours sure seems like it!
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): If
you enjoy basking in the limelight.
make certain you create the right
impression today. A friendly attitude
will meet withla silly response.

197
‘gr EA.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Success comes when you reveal
your hopes to someone who has
captured your interest. Put your creative and analytical skills to work in
real estate and high finance.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You are
feeling more ambitious than ever.
Experience counts big now — you
will be getting your share of the
financial goodies. Be willing to
work from the bottom up if necessary'. You set an excellent example.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do
not be surprised if a partner suddenly becomes very vocal. Work can be
terrific therapy for those who have
domestic worries. A high school or
college reunion brings back a flood
of memories.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
can have tremendous impact on
society if you are willing to get
involved. Become better acquainted
with your partner's friends. Someone may be using passive resistance
to get what they want.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Intangibles take on added significance. Just when things seem hopeless, your guardian angel helps turn
a difficult situation around. Learn to
accept assistance with good grace.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Take advantage of a unique
opportunity to pioneer in a new
field. Your strength comes from

within. A mentor or teacher opens
new spiritual or educational doors.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Even competitors are impressed by
your strengths. Eventually, you will
win by outlasting your adversaries.
Complete projects already underway.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Heed your humanitarian instincts:
others need your loving support.
Out-of-town visitors are likely this

Hardware 'A\\'\
T

FlibberVinyl
C;

weekend or next. Be prepared to
change your plans at the last minute.
Mend a family rift.

en

n

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Romantic longings and creative
urges enjoy favorable influences.
Find a kindred spirit to go on a special outing with you. A getaway not
only sparks your ardor but revitalizes your spirit.

IV*" wTV

Belt Hose

Radial
RubberIvinyl hose stays flexible and strong.
Solid brass couplings. •."x 60'. 73216

TM

TODAY'S CHILDREN: A strong sense of fair play makes these youngsters very appealing. Although somewhat shy. they instinctively speak up
when they' see an injustice. Count on them to retain their sunny disposition
unless someone trods on their tender feelings. A failed romance can send them
into a tailspin! Extensive travel, preferably by water, could be a favorite
dream. Yet these Cancerians would rather stay at home than travel solo. Loyal
best.
and affectionate, they are happiest when surrounded by those they know

te/te
44
1
0
/Ve44

1299

. Todo anti Forest:*
(To order e rev oed and updated copy of kr= Doron's hest-selling honk -Yesterday.
and handling to
Aorolor, Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send 58.95 plus SI postage
checks payable to
Andre.. and MI.Meel, PO Box 419242, Kansas City. Mn' 64141 Make
Dixon.
Andre.. and SI,SI,

•

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate
7 pledge to serve all
your real estate needs."

OffIce
I ocated Inride
Joe Smith Carpet
1103 Northwood Dr.

"Oscillating Fan
12
3 speed fan features whisper quiet
operation, push button controls and
adjustable neck angle White grille
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

0489

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 23, the 174th day of 1994. There are 191
days left in the year.
History:
Highlight
in
Today's
On June 23, 1868, Christopher Latham Sholes received a patent for
an invention he called a Type-Writer.
On this date:
In 1892, the Democratic national convention in Chicago nominated
former President Cleveland on the first ballot.
In 1931, aviators Wiley Post and Harold Gatty took off from New
York on the first flight around the world in a single-engine plane.
In 1938, the Civil Aeronautics Authority was established.
In 1947, the Senate joined the House of Representatives in overriding President Truman's veto of the Taft-Hartley Act.
In 1956, Gamal Abdel Nasser was elected president of Egypt.
In 1967, President Johnson and Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin held
the first of two meetings in Glassboro, N.J.
In 1969, 25 years ago, Warren Burger was sworn in as chief justice
of the United States by the man he was succeeding, Earl Warren.
Ten years ago: The Democratic Platform Committee unanimously
approved a platform tailored for Walter F. Mondale's candidacy, but
also borrowing heavily from the campaigns of Gary Hart and the Rev.
Jesse Jackson.
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme Court refused to shut down the
dial-a-porn industry, ruling that Congress had gone too far in passing
a law banning all sexually-oriented phone message services.
One year ago: Princeton University professor Andrew Wiles
claimed to have proven Fermat's last theorem, a problem that had perplexed mathematicians for 350 years. (However, Wiles has since acknowledged hitting a snag in his proposed solution). Canada's Senate
joined the House of Commons in ratifying the North American Free
Trade Agreement. A world oil embargo imposed on Haiti went into
effect.
Today's Birthdays: Advertising executive David Ogilvy is 83. Former Secretary of State William P. Rogers is 81. Actress Irene Worth
is 78. Singer June Carter Cash is 65. Olympic Hall-of-Famer Wilma
Rudolph is 54. Musical conductor James Levine is 51. Actor Ted
Shackelford is 48. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas is 46.
Thought for Today: "It is not the fact of liberty but the way in
which liberty is exercised that ultimately determines whether liberty
itself survives." — Dorothy Thompson, American journalist
(1894-1961).

Ten years ago
Gilbert Sears who retired earlier this year from the University
of Kentucky Extension Service
was presented an award for his
services at 16th annual meeting
of Kentucky Western Waterlands
at Executive Inn, Paducah. Making the presentation was Max
Hurt.
Jamie Johnson of Calloway
County High School and Barry
Goheen of Marshall County High
School represented the First Region in the Kentucky Junior All
Stars on a recent playing basketball tour of Europe.
Lawrence Philpot of Murray is
the manager of the herd of buffalo now at the Land Between the
Lakes.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Brian Bullock,
June 12.
Twenty years ago

Two rain storms occurred in
Murray yesterday afternoon. The
first dumped .87 inch of water
and the second .47 inch for a total of 1.34 inches of rain for the
day, according to John Ed Scott,
local weather observer. Damage
from the rain and high winds
inflicted damages at Hardin and
Benton.
Glen Chaney, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Chaney of Murray,
received his doctor of medicine
degree at the University of Louisville School of Medicine on May
12. His wife, Sally, also received
her doctor of medicine degree at
the same time. They both will do
their residences at Norton Children's Hospital, Louisville.
Ira Lee Farris, Fran Osmus,
Virginia Scott, Jean Kalberer, Kil
Cooper and Ann Morrison are
new officers of Women of the
Moose of Murray Locke.

Thirty years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court
opened bids and let the contract
for $21,259 for construction of
four large bridges in Calloway
County. They are at Midway, on
Outland School House Road, on
Short Road and on Rob Jackson
Road.
After a gap of one year, the
Murray Girl Scouts are again
having Day Camp at Snipe Creek
on Kentucky Lake from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. June 22 to 26.
Suzanne Moyer and Joseph F.
Keelsar were married June 13 at
First Methodist Church, Murray.
"Mrs. George E. Overbey and
Mrs. Louis Charles Ry,an were in
church Sunday with their father,
Wallace Key, for Fathers' Day.
Children will never regret honoring their parents," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams, publisher.

DEAR ABBY: When my son was
a small boy, he received a baby
chick as a gift for Easter. Well, the
"chick" grew up to be a rooster with
a very noisy crow. We tried to stop
the crowing, but nothing seemed to
work.
We had always believed that
chickens were rather stupid, but we
were mistaken. After this rooster
woke up the whole neighborhood at
dawn, I picked him up, gave him a
thump on the top of his head, and
croak.
LOUISE CHERNETZ told him if he crowed again, he
IN TUCSON,ARIZ. could expect more of the same.
From then on, there was no more
—DEAR LOUISE: I was amazed crowing.
J.J.U. IN RENO, NEV
at the nunihe'r,,,' of readers who

DEAK ABBY: I have raised
chickens in the city of Tucson for 25
years. However, once when I lived
in the country. I had a neighbor
who complained about my rooster's
crowing at dawn.
I solved the problem by placing a
leather band (actually, it was a
lady's wristwatch band) around the
rooster's neck. When he tried to
crow, his voice box was restricted
and all he could manage was a

DEAR ABBY: Who knows how to
keep a rooster quiet? I do. In the
early 1930s. my grandfather raised
chickens for family consumption in
San Jose, Calif. Every new brood
included a few roosters, and if he
hadn't silenced their crowing when
they reached puberty, they would
have created a horrible din every
morning.
Grandpa silenced them with
nothing more than a sharp hatchet.
Then Grandma served a delicious
fried chicken dinner that evening.
KEN KELLEY, DALLAS
DEAR ABBY: Many years ago,
we lived in Cholon, Vietnam. The
family across the road had a large
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Suddenly the Mensa partygoers froze when Clarence
shockingly uttered the "D" word.
CATHY
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm writing for
information on bladder repair for
incontinence. I've had surgery twice,
once with incision, the second without.
My doctor indicates there is a new type
of surgical repair that might work. Can
you provide information on it?
DEAR READER: Ask your gynecologist. The traditional surgical treatment for incontinence is an operation
to re-suspend the bladder in a more
normal position.
As you know, incontinence from a
"dropped" bladder is a common ailment in women, especially those who
have borne children. In many cases,
special Kegel exercises will enable
women to regain more control over
bladder function. However, in some
cases, surgery is necessary.
I cannot fathom why your two surgeries were unsuccessful but, since the
doctor suggests a new kind of repair,
you should question him about the
technique, its success rate and possible complications. Or, if you choose,
seek a second opinion from another
qualified gynecologist.
DEAR DR. GOTT: For six months
I've had dull red splotches on both
feet, ankles and lower legs. My doctor
speaks of peripheral vascular disorder, but I'm not getting answers from
him, except to visit again in six
months. Is this condition cause for
concern?
DEAR READER: Circulatory disturbances may result in striking skin
changes over the legs and feet: everything from dry, thin skin to painful
ulcerations. I cannot tell from your
question whether the veins are affected (in which case, elastic support
hose might help) or the arteries are to
blame. In the latter instance, the situation will worsen, leading to break-

down of the skin. (These conditions
differentiated during an office
examination.)
can be

I believe that this is an appropriate
opportunity for you to ask for a refer-

ral to a vascular specialist. Your doctor seems to have adopted a -wait and
see" approach and while this may be
entirely suitable, I'd hate to have you
get into trouble in a year or two, when
treatment (such as surgical bypass)
would be futile, because of irreparable
tissue damage.
Get a second opinion — and with it,
some answers about the reason for
your affliction and what can be done
about it, with either medicines or
surgery.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can acne scars

be

corrected

or

-.01

•••

a.

All

cosmetically

repaired?
DEAR READER: Acne scars can be
treated in a number of ways, including
dermabrasion or plastic surgery. A
dermatologist can advise regarding

the first method, which involves highspeed sanding of the outer skin layers. If the scars are very deep, however, you'll need the services of a plastic
surgeon.

1

• 4.001 OM.

f-

cage in their yard. The grandmother of the family kept a monkey and
a rooster in the cage. Every dawn
for several months, the rooster
woke up the entire neighborhood.
One morning, his usual crowing
was followed by a horrible, loud
noise, after which an even louder
noise and a lot of shouting. We ran
to the balcony to see what had happened. There was Grandma, yelling
and screaming and bashing the
cage with a broom!
The monkey's tolerance had run
out. He had strangled the rooster!
How to keep a rooster from crowing? Hire a monkey.
MAUREEN YOUNG,
NEWPORT NEWS, VA.
DEAR ABBY: Why all the commotion about how to stop a rooster
from crowing?
Roosters instinctively crow for a
reason. Their biological clock is set
by their hormones. A rooster crows
to wake up the hens early in the
morning to let them know that it's
time to get off their perches and get
with it if they want chicks to hatch
from their eggs.
A rooster will crow if he is upset,
or to let us know that there is going
to be a change in the weather.
(Roosters sense rain, storms and
violent weather, and it's their way
of sending out an alarm.)
Abby, this is not a scientific
evlanation; it's just my observation
from many years of having lived on
a farm.
PORTLAND,ORE., FARMER

IT'S MY
DOCTOR

HELL.0, M12
04-1 NO' NOT ANOTHER SALES
HELLO?)
PiTc.H AT DiNNERTIME! YOU
UMSTEAD HOW
ARE YOU TONIGHT I GUYS HAVE SOME
?

has
g has
ntee

Forty years ago
Army Pfc. Hardy K. Outland is
serving with the Seventh Infantry
Division in Korea. He recently
spent a seven-day rest leave in
Japan.
During May, Calloway County
citizens invested $26,000 in
Series E & H Savings Bonds.
Recent births at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John Tucker, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Childress, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Smith, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Lee
Tucker, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Dunn, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Keith Kennedy, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Noles, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Loman
Parrish.
Lillian Smith and Will Mac
Jones were married June 6 at
Brownsville Baptist Church,
Brownsville, Tenn.

DEAR ABBY

responded to that letter. -
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DEATHS
•

Mrs. Helen B. Smith

Mrs. Dolores May Zinkovich, formerly of Hamlin and Almo, died
June 11 in Orange City, Fla. Her husband, Leo Zinkovich, died in
1991.
Prior to moving to Florida eight years ago, she was a member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church, Pine Bluff Club, and Pottertown Homemakers.
Survivors include three sons, Michael Zinkovich, Orange City, Patrick Zinkovich and wife, Lisa, Rocklidge, Fla., and Joseph Zinkovich
and wife, Theresa, Sarasota, Fla.; one granddaughter, Katie Zinkovich,
Rocklidge; one sister, Mrs. Joanne Purdue, Evansville, Ind.
Graveside services were at St. Joseph's Cemetery, Evansville. The
Rev. Ted Temple officiated.

Space station supporters
make signatures' delivery

Mrs. LaBurna Nance Dixon

While President Clinton was in
Normandy remembering the fallen
heroes there, warriors for the space
stations were in Washington to
present petition signatures in support of the orbiting outpost.
Volunteers with the Space Station Future Fighters delivered almost 37,000 pro-station signatures
to the White House. In Clinton's
absence,Lionel "Skip" Johns of the
White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy accepted the
petition signatures. The signatures
expressing support for the NASA
space station came from all 50 states
and the District of Columbia. The
local volunteer in Murray is Becky
Wojciechowski, 759-1669.
The Future Fighters are conduct-

Graveside services for Mrs. Latiunia Nance Dixon will be Friday at
i.30 a.m. at Rose Hill Cemetery, Dawson Springs. G.T. Moody of
\lurray will officiate.
Mrs. Dixon, formerly of Murray, died Saturday at Atlanta, Ga. Her
husband, Raymond F. Dixon, died in December 1975.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Nancy Collier and husband,
Franck. Atlanta, Ga., and Mrs. Patricia Kozubik and husband, Miles,
. down. Colo.; four grandchildren, Claire Cronk and Elizabeth JackAtlanta, Catherine Adair, Statile, Wash., and David Kozubik,
10,..ton, Colo.; two great-grandchildren; one sister, Mrs. LaRue
: uderwood, Largo, Fla.; two brothers, Luther Nance and wife,
liktrd. Murray, and William Calvin Nance, Largo, Fla.
1..pressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to ae
h..ida Children's Institute, P.O. Box 67, Oneida, Ky. 40972.

Mrs. Loice Flood Vinson
r;raveside services for Mrs. Loice Flood Vinson will be Friday at
.1.m. at Lawrence Cemetery in Trigg County. The Rev. Phillip Salwill officiate.
1 wads may call from 7 to 9 p.m. tonight (Thursday) at Goodwin
Imeral Home, Cadiz.
Memorial donations may be made to the American Cancer Society.
Services were Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Bennettormington Funeral Home, Monett, Mo.
Mrs. Vinson, 81, Monett, Mo., formerly of Golden Pond, died
tir-day at 3:15 p.m. at Cox-Monett Hospital, Monett.
Lr husband, Cordus F. Vinson, died June 10, 1991. Born July 1,
'112, at Golden Pond, she was the daughter of the late C.T. Hendon
anti Pearl Crowder Hcndon.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Frances. Flood Henry, Cadiz,
.ffid Mrs. Katie Flood Mitchell, Princeton; one son, Richard Flenn
1•lood, Metamora, Ill.; four stepdaughters, Mrs. Gracie Clark, Monett,
\lrs. Essie McGlothin, Tempe, Ariz., Mrs. Iris Frank, Peoria, Ill., and
mrs. Ruby Ashlock, Boise, Idaho; two stepsons, Edgar Vinson, Tampa, Fla., and Harold Vinson, San Jose, Calif.; one sister, Mrs. Pauline
and one brother, James Carlon Hendon, both of Cadiz; 21
,:randchildren; 24 great-grandchildren.

John Schlabach will be the featured guest artist with the Murray
State University Summer Community Band at its next two concerts
of June 28 and July 4.
Schlabach, assistant professor of
music and trumpet instructor at
Murray State since 1983, will perform Clifton Williams' "Dramatic
Essay" for trumpet and band. He
will also be featured with trumpeters Tim Smith and Fred Ashby in
Leroy Anderson's popular "Bugler's
Holiday."
"The notion of featuring outstanding guest solo artists had been
a tradition of concert bands in
America," said Dr. Roger Reichmuth, guest conductor of the MSU
Community Band. "We are especially pleased that an artist of John
Schlabach's calibre is available to
perform with us."
Schlabach holds degrees from
Northwestern University and Western Illinois University. He plays
principal trumpet with the Owensboro Symphony Orchestra and has
been featured twice as soloist with
the orchestra and three times with
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra.
Active as a recitalist, clinician and
adjudicator, Schlabach has also
published articles in "The Instrumentalist" and "Band Director's
Guide."
The concert on June 28 will be
held on the lawn in front of MSU's
Lovett Auditorium at 7 p.m. and the
program on July 4 will begin at 8
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p.m. in Stewart Stadium on the
MSU campus. Both performances
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Hilliard Lyons Is a market maker In this stock.
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

ing the national petition drive to
document public support for the
space station with the hope that
Congress won't cancel the project.
The House of Representatives will
decide the fate of the space station in
a floor vote that could take place as
early as June 28.
Soon after the delivery to the
White House, more pro-station signatures were taken to Congress by
additional Future Fighter volunteers. The petition reads in part:
"We the people of the United States
of America petition the Congress
and President in support of NASA's
International Space Station..." President Clinton is reported to be
strongly in favor of the space station.

Schlabach will be featured
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World of Sound

Mrs. Dolores May Zinkovich

Services for Mrs. Helen B. Smith will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the
.hapel of Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. Dan Leslie and the
Itcv . Jack Geurin will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Johnny Downs, Larry Geib. Keith Nanny, David
satiny, Rex Smith, Jerry Taylor, Joe Warren and Jerry Falwell.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m.
toda) (Thursday).
Mrs. Smith, 70, Rt. 1, Farmington. died Monday at 3 p.m. at
• .irray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Coldwater United Methodist church. Born
1, 1924, in Troy, Tenn., she was the daughto of the late Herman
.1. and Ruth Hancock Davis.
Survivors include her husband, Thomas Joel Smith; one son, Joel D.
smith and wife. Debbie, and two grandchildren, Kathryn Elizabeth
I; Joe i Smith and Andrew Joel (Drew) Smith, all of Murray; one sis\ti.. Ruth Neal Garrison, Hornbeak, Tenn.
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